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PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY MORNING, JULY 31. 1906.

VOL, 23, NO. 76

LAMP EXPLODED MAYFIELD BOYS 'REV. IL WI BASS'RESIGNED AS
, VOTE $100,000 BONDS WITH
WHICH TO START PUBLIC PARKS AND CAUSED FIRE ASSESSED FINE PASTOR 10TH-ST.CHRISTIAN CHURCH
iL;A:SCO

sTAtr

UF'YNC 'ML IGNITED CARTENDERED HIS RESIGNATION TO THE CONGREGATION
IT WAS YESTERDAY DV,CIDL;',D TO BRING AN ORDINANCE INPET AT WILLIAM HOWDURING SUNDAY MORNING'S WORSHIP, AND INTENDS
TO THE LEGISLATIVE BOARDS, SUBMITTING TO THE
ELL'S HOME.
LEAVING FOR OTHER FIELDS IN WHICH TO LABOR—
OF PERMITTING THIS
PEOPLE THE PROPOSITION
QUORTERLY CONFERENCE TONIGHT AT TRIMBLE STREET
AMOUNT OF BONDS TO BE FLOATED — COMMISSIONERS
M. E. CHURCH.
WILL BE GIVEN $1,0000 MORE FOR THIS YEAR'S WORK.
Woodwork Around Cupola Caught John Pete Esher, Colored, was Fined
Fire at Jackson's Foundry.

$5 and Coats for Letting Sand

Stream Behind Wagon.
Sunday morning during worship will be held at the Trimble street
During a meeting yesterday after- six wards, fit t up with shade trees,
Rev. B. W. Bass, pastor of the Tenth M.ethodist church, the first since thc
noon of the public park commisston- grassy lawns, concrete walks ,founstreet Christian church, tendered his district conference of last week
ers and several of the city offcials at tains, settees, and, in fact, everything
at
A fine of $25 and ten days in jail resignation to the congregation, to
Last evening ahoatly after 6 o'clock
the mayor's office, it was decided to pertaining to parks. Putting one
Barlow, Ky. The, presiding elder,
against
Edassessed
to
penalty
calledi
was
departments
the
were
take effect cixty days from date. The Rev. J. D. Blackard presides tonight.
have ordinances brought, in at in every ward will make ahem acces- the fire
tile next session of the legisla- sible to all, as only a few block's will the residence of Mr.. Wiliiam Howell ware Staunton and H. S. Mullios yes- resignation came as quite a surtive boards submitting to the peope have to be traversed to get to One. of Eleventh and Boyd streets by a terday morning by Judge Edward prise to his congregation as a whole,
Visiting Ministers.
of this city a !special eleeton, whereby Band concerts can be given dewing small fire that started from the ex- Puryear in the police court, on the but the reverend gentleman informed
Rev. T. E. Beard of Dyer, Tenn.,
bedroom.
lam")
in
plosion
a
the
proposiof
the voters shall ballot upon a
the summer evenings and the places
charge of carrying concealed' wea- them his desire was to seek other returned home yesterday, after filliog
tion to issue $100,000 worth of bonds made very attractive. There are The burning oil flew over the carpet pon*. They are the two young men fields in which to labor, and he made the pulpit morning and evening at the
for purpose of buying and opening many .blookts of vacant ground around igniting it, but by the time the apPresbyterian
church.
who came to the city with the May- his resignation effective at a date Cumberland
over the city, and if necessary he paratus arrived the parties occupying
up poblic parks in Paducah. It
sufficiently distant to give them Rev. T. W. Morton of Dawson
were
mob
several
field
the
fire,
extinguished
ago
had
nights
and
home
the
miseioners
thinks: they should be condenenei,
the desire of the park con
ample time to secure his successor.
rings, went home yesterday. He
to put a soniall park: in everyward also any houses that may stand in the which did not cause much of a loss caught with firearms in their pockets
Rev. Bass has been in charge of the preached twice the day before at the
of Paducah, and the way to get at way) if the peopk will not sell peaceBoth took an appeal in the action.
congregation here for the past sev- First Baptist church.
Blase at Foundry.
this. they deems iasto mibmit to the ably.
There was dismissed the disorderly euteen months, and during his minbonds
people the question of issuing
The ordinances will be presented to
While making a run with molten conduct charge against 011ie
istration there have been too acceiQuarterly Conference.
Chairman W. T. Miller of the the legislative bodies next week for lead yesterday, some
woodavork
sions to the church roll. Ile is on.:
Presiding
Elder J. W. Blackard, of
accused
colored,
is
of
who
finance committee:24, the poards ;3 adoption, and if passed the date of caught fire af the Jackson's foundry
of the deepest, most learned and tiie Methodist churches, has made out
the father of the scheme, and' yester- the special election will he decided at First soreet and Kentucky avenae abusing another darkey.
Lou Charity was fined $25 for using fciceful young ministers locating in his list showing at what churches he
day he said his idles is to issne the 'Too and the people say whether but the annll blaze was put out by
language toward N.
bad
ita Swayne this city, and the results sitak well will hold his next quarterly confer$ioo,000 worth of .1:tonds now, and the $too.000 Oman he issued.
the time the dlepartment arrived.
assessing
townsend
the fine for the labors done. Energetic and ences as folows, being the first since
.
After
raenty
then eacih year for the next
Minos yesterday's meeting of the
rtibC judge ordered it set aside and not a hard worker, he has bui't up quite the district conference of last week
years the sum of $3.P00 be laid aside legelative authorities with the park
Settle Fire Loss.
to he paid if the Charity woman he- a flouriEhing congregation for the at Broadway,oBrarakc;wwaiy,
by the city in order that at the end ; commissioners the former decided to
J. W. Powell and
Messrs.
August 5.
'haves herself. The judge then put church.
of the bond perod enough money will I recommend to the full boards that
Louisville arr:ved in the city the woman under $150 bond, whica
He is dearly loved by everybody
Mayfield Circuit at Spence August
be on hand to take up the entire : $t000 additional be allowed the corn King of
this: morning leave ahe will have to pay also if she both- who find in him an ideal man. and Ii, and
'ff"C
iesue In this manner. he said, the I miseinners for whatever work can be last evening and
"
0
: 1111911111111111
to settle the big ers Mrs. Townsend again.
Ky.,
iRagland.
for
Trimble street, August 19.
one befitted in every manner for the
$100,000
have
conwniasionera would
Janlast
of
The
year.
first
done
this
,
the McJohn Pete Eaker, colored, was fined important nossion in his ficld. DurWingo Circuit at Dublin, August
to start off their park work, while , uary. When the legislative bonds ap- loss sustained last week when
establishment
as the $5 for letting the sand drop out of ilia his stay bite he has rlade firm 25. and 26
burned
Kinney
if the bonds were not issued the
portioned to each municpal fund the
board could not allow the amount of money to be allowed the result of an exploding lamp. The his wagon and stream along over the And fast frienis who deeply iegret to
Bryenburg Circuit at Birmingham,
park fund more than a few thousand respective departments for the pres- two gentlemen. are adjusters for their public streets as he hauled the load • cc him leave or other place., at hts September t, and 1.
dollars eaoh year out of the general ent year, only $500 was set aside companies, which had policies on the through town
Sedalia
earnestness arl stability has t-een the
8 and9
Circuit at Burnetts, SeptemUntil today was continued the foundation for the healthy enlat4t- ber
revenue. therefore the commissioners for ptiblic parks. At that time the property.
breach of the peace charge against ment of the congregation.
would have very little with which to legislators did not know the Mate
Farmington Circuit at Farmington,
Bob Diggs
work on each twelve month', and be general assembly intended creating
ARRESTED FOR ASSAULT.
Before corning to this cit./ Dr. Bass September ci and to.
W. B. Wilkins was fined $1 and was in charge ef the Christian church
enable to properly look after the de- board, of public park commissioners
Lovelaceville Circuit at McKinzie,
costs for being drunk.
partment.
for the different cities over the mate. Nashville Man Taken to
LowS- 'September ts an d t6.
of Parkland, the suburb • of
Chattanooga
Dr. D. G. \Darrell of the park boara and that there would be any use for
Paducah Circuit at Lebanon. Seii!
is of the opinion that a park should more money.
for Trial.
- •
LEAVE TODAY.
tember
12, and 23.
be opened in every ward of Padlucan.
The extra $1.000 to be allowed for
QuartcOy
- -Nashville, Tenn., July 3o.—Wialter
His idea is tit acquire possesson parks this year wl come out of the
even aa qarirter'v conference
(Continued on Page Three.)
L Mackenzie, a seaveling salesman Chief Collins and Party Expect to Get
of a block of ground in each of the contingent fund.
for a local lumber company, was arAway
Today.
a
rested here yesterday charged with
Chief of Police Collins, City Jailer
The trio reached here yesterday and, assaulting Mrs, Louise Tydsonan at Thanas Evitts, Mr. Frank Bennett,
finding Matthews gime, telephoned Chattanooga last Thursday night Collins Clark, David Yeiser. Jr.. and
Judge Bugg, who instructed' them to Mackezie gave bond to appear in lfenty Yeisrr leave today for Echo
go up on the Isemisvile division for Chattanooga tomorrow at t o'clock Springs. Livingston county, whera
him. Accompanied by Jailer Raker. and was taken to that city by Sheriff they will spend several weeks rampthe deputies left on the 3:15 o'clock Shipp of Hamilton entity. NItacken- ing, hunting and fishing. Different
train yesterday afternoon. This train rie is a stepson of George W. Stain- ones will join the party off and on
goes no farther than Princeton. and back. chairman of the Nashville board during the next month and quite a
START CAUGHT SLIPPING
ARUONII
OFFICERS FEARED TO KEEP the officers wired the Louisvile jailer of public works, and has a wife and fine time will be had by the gentle- CONTRACTOR WEIKEL
one
son
in this city. lie ikavies ll men. The chief returns*Angstst 7 to be
to
start
the
AT
TAIS
MEN
negro
En
YESthis
way
and
they
CONDUCTOR
HUNT'S
HIM
HERE
ANY
would meet hint Last evening infor- knowledge of the crime, but Mr: here for ten days, when he goes back
TERDAY.
LONGER.
HOME.
Tydeman
has several threatening let- t ospend several more weeks. the po- stint- from the ianiisville jailer was
'that he would not return the prisoner ter* signed "Walter E MacKenzie." lice coomenisaioners having already
granted him leave of absence.
until Judge nighttime sent some offiAt Corning Session of Bank Directors
Nris, Virginia NA well of this city
cer there with the proper credentials
and
her
sister,
Mrs.
Bomar Sweeney
Mrs. Clark Fortson, wife of the
that relieved the Louisville jailer of
New Building Proposition
responsibility. Today Judge Light- of Paris, Tenn., left last evening for deputy sheriff, has gone to Cerulean
Comes Up.
foot will do this and have somehor'y Michigan.
Springs.
go after M.attiliews, probably the three
LOUISVILLE JAILER WILL RE- Mayfield deputies, who are due Ines
Contractor THIEVES VISITED HOME OF!
morning
Yesterday
here this :morning. unless they proFUSE TO GIVE HIM UP
ceeded on to Louisville on the early
George Weikel started his mesons to "CHIEF" LLOYD'S SEVERAL
train today after laying 'at Princeton
UNTIL SENT FOR.
keying brick for the foundation of the
TIMES SUNDAY
EVENA telegram» reaching 'here last night
out
building
farm
poor
county
new
ING BUT FAILED.
said Matthew's would pus through
near Lone Oak, four miles from the
Scaffold Now Being Constructed at here this morning at 4 o'clock under
city, and he believes he will have
Rivard of a regiment of soldiers, bound
MOYfield, but Fears Are Negro
the brick work done inside of the Saloonist L. B. Ragon Took Twa
for Mayfield. but later dispatches Raid
next forty days. He put quite a large
this had been changed on arcou.nt of HE IS THE
Will Never Get to It.
WELL-KNOWN CARPENTER WHO IS PRESIDENT force to work, and will push things
Shots at Marauder Who Was
the Louisville jailer refusing to give
OF HIS UNION. WAS FORMERLY TREASURER
as repidly as possible under the cirhim up without authority from Judge
OF CENFound on His Back Porch
TRAL LABOR BODY, AND IS A VERY
cumstances, but the men labor. under
CONSERVATIVE
Sunday night developed that the Lightfoot.
—Many Others.
handicappin gstoroundlings, having to
AND SOUND BUSINESS MAN, WHO WILL
The scaffold on which to hang the
negro Allen alatthews'had been !spirMAKE A MOST
and
morning
there
every
way
out
go
negro
has
been
EXCELLENT COUNCILMAN IT IS THOUGHT.
cannimeneed at Mayited away from this city to Louisreturn in the evening. It is expected
ville, where he is now in safe keep- field, while reports are that thou,
complete the entire structure withto
'ands
With the persistency of a chronic
are
walking
the street, anxious.
ing. tart will be brought back through
in three 'months, when it will then be political office seeker, the burglars nf
here for Mayfield to be tried for as- ly awaiting the arrival of the darks:.
Mr. Crandall is the well-known car- occupied by the poor farm inmates.
Aaulting Miss Ethel NhcClain one About ram crowded to the conhe
this city continue plying their vocapenter of this city who at present is
house
yesterday when the judge conevening last week. Saturday night
employed
on
the
tion without hindrance, as thus far
Roy
L.
Culley
clothFinished Reservoir.
Jailer James Faker 'feared another vened court. The militia has been. oring store on Broadway. He is a very
dered out there to meet the train
have eluded the keen watch kept
they
Contractor Wleikel will this week
mob would visit the jail, so) got perlevel-headed, sound, coneervative
bringing Matthews to the scene of
rescn
them by the authorities who seem
mission from Acting County Judge
man, whose selection meets with the finish 'building the too.000-galhm
John J. Bleich to take the prisoner to his crime. It is feared he will be
ervoir foi the basket factory iti Me- unable to cope with the situation, and
strong
approval
of
everybody.
He
is
Louisville, Mir. Blerch acting for Judge lynched anyhow.
the president of the House Carpen- chanicsburg, the long-delayed quantity hive failed thus far in capturing any,
Early Sunday morning a young felLightfoot, who was out of town. Mr
ters' Union and for a number of years of iron having arrived 'here and, is of them.
ow named Diamukes apptared at the
reservoir
Eaker, accompanied by Deputy Sherthe Central Labor !body that con- wow- being installed. The
Last evening about to o'clock a
iff Gus Rogers, then drove to Stiles jail here and demanded the prisoner
for the
water
of
supply
the
furnishes
s ts of delegates from every sn'hnegro thief visited the home of Conthe
in
installed'
five miles in the county, and got the saying a determined mob of twento linate unon of the city. He has fire sprinkling system
ductor Chafes L.Hunt of the N., C.
I. C. officials to have the fast past_ five awaited him. Deputy Bud Howafways taken a very active part in basket industry, arranged so that & St. L., railroad who resides at 417
ell informed him the darky had
sprinkling
been
sengef train going through 'here at
labor affairs, no movement or event when a blaze occurred the
Adams street. Miss Edna Rook of
1:43 o'clock Sunday morning to stop taken !away, but Dia/nukes could go
in
'those circles being complete with- outfit open, and floods the structure
inside
and examine the cells if he
Fifth and Clad( streets was spending
there. The officers boarded it alai
reservoir.
from
the
out him.
the , night with Mrs. Hunt. the two
took their man to the Falls City jail, wanted to. Dismakes took Howell's
, Mir. Crandall resides in the extreme
word, however, and departed, saying
ladies being alone. Miss Rook had
and returned yesterday morning.
Bank Building.
vnestern portion of the Fourth ward,
there was nothing to be done
just retired and was laying close to
now.
d is a simon-pure Democrat. He
Yeaterday at Mayfield Judge Bugg
Presidiena Robert D. Reeves of the
will make a most excellent man for Firm National Bank yesterday stated an open window on which her hand
convened his special term of circuit
Others
Had
the position, ae he is shrewd, well tat at the next meeting of the direc- rested, when her attention was directProwlers. •
court to quickly dispose of this case.
posted in all lines, and a first-class torate they would take op the ques- ed to someone stepping lightly just
He empaneled the grand jury as folMr. Robert DeLoach of Jackson
man in every particular.
lows: S.
Warren, foreman; S. W. street had a thief to enter his
tion of their new building to dispiace outside. She raised slightly to glance
home
•Mr.
Dipple
Alexander, Jack Pryor, J. B. Warlord. Saturday night and steal an
went
te old onea they bought at Third and outside and noticed a big, burly coon.
the
into
first
office
A tip frcirn a source pretty reliable
of this year for a two years' term. Broadway .last
W. 0. Melvin, J. W. Sneed, W. W. from the bedroom, while umbrella
President with hat in one hand and shoes in
week.
prowlers is that Mayor Yeiser will select Mr. Now that he resigns, the mayor
the other, sneaking that way. He
Oharkton, George Allen, Tom Woo- were frightened away
favors
new,
Reeves
hanthiome
a
sethe same night Lon Crandall of 435 South Ninelects hi, successor to serve until the atneture, five or Fix stories high, with stopped at the open window for a
ten, R. W. Thompson and Bar from the home
of Mr. Ilarry Garrett
Wright.
teenth street as the successor to Mr. November election, at which time the offices upon all except the firm floor, moment, but did not try to ent..11
of North Sixth near Trimble street.
Race Dipple in the municipal coun- people at the polls name the one to which is to be devoted entirely to there. The burglar proceeded
The jury immediately brought in
cil.
The mayor does not confirm the serve until January t, tepoR, when Mr. the bank connting roomer. As to wards the front yard. when Miss
an indictment based on Matthews'
Mr. F 0. Thomas of 93o Trimble
report,
still he will not deny it, and DipPle's terrn would have expired had whether the old ones will be remod- Rook then arosed and warned Mrs.
confession. The judge then sent Dep- street, reported to the officers yesterit is more than probaible that this he remained in the board.
eled or a new one put up, they will Hunt, who bravely grabbed their re.
uty Seriffs John Galloway, David Sul- day that Sunday night someone stole
Crandall
Mr.
appointment
is
a
try
man
to make some decision at the volver and rushed to the door. The
of
will
go
before
about
the
courts
45
livan and Oscar Elmore at Paducah, from his stable a buggy storm apron
cil
of
age
years
and
aldermen
and
coming
an
strision, that is a weela or two
has
next
extraordinarweek
during
thinking the negro was still here. and some side curtains.
their meetings.
ily clean record.
off yet.
(Cpntinnett on Page Five.)
Adjusters En Route.

-451.50

345
.73
1.50
ant.
we
ly—
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NEGRO SPIRITED
TO LOUISVILLE

LAyiNG BRIcK SNEAKING THIEF
AT POOR FARM IN BARE FFET

WILL NOW BE BROUGHT
BACK FOR SPEEDY TRIAL

BRAVE LADY FIRED
SEVERAL SHOTS IN MR

••••

LON CRANDALL WILL PROBABLY
SUCCEED DIPPLE AS COUNCILMAN

atte

'tt

t410THER'DOESET HUSTLING YOUNG
MAN'S RISE
GET HER CHILD

KY CASES
TRIED TODAY

KILL MOOSE FOR PICTURES
New Brunswick Guides Bewail the
Desecration of Canaan
Woods.

BALDWIN PIANO

Canaan woods have been desecrated, ,
the guides and residents of the prole
TAKES knee believe. They have been opposed
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT ORDERED MR. BYNG OF DUN'S OFFICE JUDGE LIGHTFOOT
to the invasion of hunters, but. when
SEDALIA,
MISTHESE WARRANTS UP THIS
AT
THAT RUBY WEST REMAIN
a moving picture machine was brought I
MORNING.
SOURI,
Into the sacred preserves of the woodi!
AT HOME.
they felt that all bounds had been
passed.
The Canaan woods, a vast tract in
Gradually Working His Way to the
the heart of New Brunswick, probably
Head of the Commercial
contains more moose than any other
tract of the same extent in the world.
Ladder.
Some weeks ago a party came here
From Boston in a private car and there
COUNTY CLERK HIRAM SMED was much speculation concerning
the
JUDGE HAD THREE COLORED
A matter of much interest to all
uses of a queer looking machine that
LEY BACK IN HIS OFFICE
CHILDREN BEFORE
Paducahans
Formed part of the outfit. Dr. Heber
HIM
is the rapid rise being
YESTERDAY FOR FIRST
made in the commercial world by Mr.
Bishop, a railroad man, of Boston, who
IN
THE
JUVENILE
has risked the Canaan woods regularJohn W:-Byng, a Paducah boy, who
TIME IN MONTHS.
ly for several seasons, was the leader
COURT.
is now manager of the office for the
of the party, and with him were R. E.
R. G. Dun mercantile agencies at
Follett, head of the New England Flab
Sedalia, Mb. He is the youngest son
Judge Lightfoot Has Returned From and Game association;
C. Everett
Milton Moore, Mattie Hill
and of Mr. E. F. llyng, the well-known
Johnson, F. T. Marion, artist, and G.
Owensboro—Two
lumber and mill man of this city, who
for
suits
Jimmie Hale Ordered to Reform
W. Baser, of New York, and Harris B.
went to_California several years agn
Divorce Filed Yesterday.
Coe, of Boston.
School, but Released Pending
The Sedalia Sentinel of July 22 crni.
"Must be one of them Getting guns,"
tains the following mention regarding
—Property Transferred.
Good Behavior.
said Charley Coates, viewing a strange
Mr.- Byng, accompanied with a large
piece of apparatus. Charley's opinion
picture of him:
"The subject of this sketch is Mr. This morning at to o'c:ock Judge was accepted and loud murmurs of protest arose, until it was explained that
Judge Lightfoot yesterday in the John W. Byng. manager of R. G. Dun
Lightfoot takes up and commences the strange thing was
a moving-picture
juvenile court ordered that Ruby & Co.'s local office. located in rooms
trying the cases charging William machine. The party proceeded to Jim
NN est be retained at the Hume of the 1, 2 and 3. Sedala Trust Company
Greek, Joseph Woods and others Ryder's camp, far back in the woods
iriendless where she was placed sev- building. Mr. }tying was raised in
with selling liquor without a license on one of the lakes.
eral years ago by her mother. The Paducah. Ky.. where he first entered
at their refraishment stand just outMr. Follett and Mr. Johnson spent
judge stated that it was shown the the employ of this firm about nine
side the entrance to Wallace park one night in a crows' nest calling
mother had given the girl outright to years ago. alter receiving a liberal
There are also many warrants charg- moose. About daybreak one of the
the institution managers, therefore education.
(aides hurried into the camp with the
ing
them with selling to minors.
"He came to Missouri in the latthey arc entitled to her under the
news that moose were answering their
law, and he directed that she remain ter part of 1900 and accepted a posicalls. The picture machine was hurProperty
Transferred.
tion in the St. Louis office. His abilin their care.
ried out to the crows' nest, but JohnThe mother was in very poor cir- ity was soon recognized and in
Property on the Ilinkleville road son and Follett had already gilled a
? ? ? ? ??? ? ?
cumstances s,everal years ago, being March, icor. he was. promoted to just outside the city has been sold 1,200-pound bull, measuring 64 inches
chief
clerk
of
Mo
the
Springfieldt
across
the
antlers.
They
went
through
unable to properly care for the link
by J. E. Walters to Mann W. Clark
office, where he "remained until at)one, which she gave to the ladies confor $365 and the deed filed for rec- the motions of killing the huge animal
poured manager of the Sedalia ofducting the friend:ess
institution fice on
ord yesterday with the county clerk again for the benent of the picture
January 1. 1905.
where the little one has been ever
Tobe Nuckols transferred to J. W machine.
"Considering his sge and length of
Dr. Bishop had even better luck; he
since. The mother afterwards mar- service, his rise has, been very rapid Howell land in the county on the
was paddling in a birch bark canoe
ried and went to Jackson, Tenn., to and. a greater degree of success! is Paducah road.
with two guides when a moose came
reside. She came back here a few predicted for bin, by those acquainted
swimming toward the craft around a
Licensed to Marry.
weeks ago to get the girl, claiming with his methods. ability and general
point. The picture machine happened
that she was now in a position to bearing.
a
The county clerk has issued the to be set up on shore, and an excellent
properly care for the little one. The
"The local office reports twenty- follbwing marriage licenses; William picture ot Dr. Bishop killing the aniladies of the home refused to give two counties is the heart of :Missouri H. Etheridge, aged
32 and Florence mal was taken. This was his twentyeighth moose. A mile of film acs exup the child, and had Lawyers Hen- contaning in the aggregate 6,000 Lutes, aged 22
of the city; Edward I.
posed, making between 40,000 a.L.1 60,drick Miller & Marble to file suit in firms, corporations and individuah Ward, aged 53
and Matilda Klotz,
600 single pictures.
the juvenile court to see if the child engaged in various lines of business, aged 36
of Pinckneyville, Ill; W. F
did not properly come under the also about 200 banking companies. Harper,
ageil 22 of Harrisburg. Ill.,
judge's jurisdiction and the latter As the financial reports of all these and
Powell, aged 21 of ‘'ienna
Ela
QUEER PARISIAN RESORT.
superviscould order her kept wherever h' go out. under Mr. i3yng's
various
commercial
the
cenion,
to
deemed advisabe. In taking the
A colored couple getting a license Restaurant Where the "Art oreal"
proposition up the judge found the ters of the world, to be used as a
Tendency of an Is Caw..s Ernest Jefferson, aged 23 and
credit
dealings,
for
basis
can
it
be
=other had given away the ch:ld, and
Sallie
Hamilton,
tered To.
of
city
the
21
aged
Isis
position
is boll
it would have to remain at the in- readily seen that
an unique and responsible one.
stitution.
A shrewd but unscientific person
Guardian Qualified.
"Mlr. Byng was a prime mover in
EMIR&
once complained that Darwin had
the organization of the Business
Felix G. Rudolph qualified before
Three Youngsters.
Men's Association of this city. For the county court yesterday as guar- omitted fro mills "Descent of Man" one
of the principal facts which would supJudge Lightfoot had three young- a long time he worked single-handed
dian for Claude, Lela and Mont port his theory of an "arboreal ancessters before him in the juvenile lint] he had created sufficient enthusi- Hollis,
all minors under 14 years of tor," and that was the inherent procourt yesterday, and ordered all sent asm for others to put 'their shoulders
age.
pensity of mankind to climb trees, says
wheel.
first
to
He
the
called
the
to the reform school for five years
the
New York Tribune.
each but in order to give the accused meeting at his office early in the presWhether this proclivity shows deOfficials Back.
year.
ent
dhosen
chairman
was
(.1
a chance to mend their ways and live
scent from some simian ancestor who
Judge Lightfoot has returned from
properly, the judge set aside the seri- the membership soiciting committees
"nightly climbed his family tree, and
and
matter
gave
athis
the
and,
time
Owensboro
and other places where on the top
tences with the understanding that
reposed." one may leave
tention until he saw the successful
has been for the past few days Darwinians and
if the children were ever guilty or
anti-Darwiniani to de
organization of rise association that He was in his office yesterday.
arything wrong again, and brought
side, but the fact that "Robinson." tne
means so much for Sedalia, and has
County clerk Hiram Smedley was axtraoroinary Paris suburb of dwellbefore him, he would send them to
BY USIN G THE
demonstrated in many ways thathe in his office yesterday
for
the hip and restaurants in trees, has exthe reform institution.
is entitled to a prominent place first time
in many weeks, having been isted for over half a century. and still
One was Milton Moore, a 14-year- among 'Sedalia's live Ones."'
up
laid
with
illness for sometime flourishes, may be taken as proof that
old colored boy who has been giving
prior to going to Mont Eagle, Term. the mania for tree climbing endures
the, authorities much trouble by his BLACK SEA MUTINEERS
"Robinson" was discovered in the
where he remained one month. Ile
dangerous practice of jumping on and
rear 184s by a man named Guesquin.
SENTENCED TO DEATH has fallen off greatly.
oft moving trains in the Itinois Cen•
It was then a wild and unfrequented
tral railroad yards.
Be leaped
spot, seven miles south of Par's. and •
Court-Martial
of
a
Russian
Sailors
Con.
Dissolve
Ties.
aboard, and then off, the Cairo-Louismile or two from the prctty little vilville excursion. train at least half a
vice All But Six.
Callie Logan has filed suit for Ili- lages of Sceaux and Pont*,nay-auxtrio7en times Sunday, each time en‘orce in the circuit court against Roses. A lane ran along the s'de of a
dangering his life and limb.
Sebastopol, July 30.—A naval court- Richard Logan. They were married hill a little below the summit and was
Manic Hill, is a small colored girl martial today passed sentences upon here during 1899 and she claims he bordered by a huge elm sad hestnut
the first female ever before the the seamen who were arrested for abandoned her during September tree—an odd corner of the gr it forest
'juvenile court here. She is chargel complit"ty in the mutiny of the Mad.'1904.
which once encircled Paris icr many
•
miles.
with using some abusive and vi'e Sea fleet of November, 1905.
Fotr run were condemned to
He bought some land thereent:rely for
language towards Charles iseman
Another
Wanted.
Divorce
his own benefit, and not for to it of his
near Second and Kentucky avenue death. one to life servitude ,thirty-two
Samuel Payne sued Alice Payne
to
varying
rare guests, flatted beams to Ci . largest
terms
of
penal
servitude.
Sunday afternoon. She was arrested
for divorce. They- were married at
by Constable Thomas Lagdon and and fifty to imprisonment. Six were Paris, Tenn., August 24th, 1899. and limbs of the stateliest tree on his tiny
estate, some 30 feet above the ground,
acquitted.
turned over to the court.
moved here immediately. He claims and on these erected a summer house
A
wan
named
Screnkoff,
who
was
The other chap is Jimmie Hale
char.:,ed A..ith complicity in the it' she then abandoned him on July 27th reached by a wooden stair, where he
colored, charged with abusing Laura
tempt w:th a homl: on the life of loos,. and now resides in Cleve:and eould sit of an evening to smoke his
alle, negress.
pipe and enjoy the lovely TWA' of the
•
GeL- le1'117 eff at Sebastopol, May 27. Ohio.
The court was disposed to he hen escaped from jail today.
Ete4ne valley.
He was astent with all of them, as this is their sited by a ye:limner ,ssillo escaped
Being hardly more than a couple of
rttsburg Coal Co. office No. t26
first time Before him, but the next
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3. hours' walk from the great Univerefty
time they are up in his presence, to "GORKY A VILLAIN AND
of the Sorbonne, it chanced that a stuThe best coal in Paducah.
dent who was taking a walk one Sunthe reform school all go.
POLLUTER OF VIRTUE." The cheapest coal in Paducah.
day afternoon found out the spot, was
Almost every coal dealer claims Catholic Bishop irenounces Russian Excursion Rates Via. t10 S•utnern pleased with it, and came again, bring
ing some of his comrades. They lu
his coal is the best but there is only
Railway from Louisvgle.
Socialist in Strong Terms.
turn told others, and in a few weeks
one coal that can prove it. The PittsGuesquin's
aerial restaurant became a 1
burg Coalj ie, 126 Broadway. Both
St. Paul, Minn—$21.5o, July 23, 24, favorite resort of
Buffalo, N. Y., July- 3o.—The fifth
the collegians.
phones N
James J. O'Donnell,
annual convention of the Americle 25, and 26. Return limit leaving St.
General Manager.
Federation of Catholic Societies Paul July 31st, 25C validation fee.
• Pulque Brandy.
npened here tce.-.y with a maserneetPnlque brandy is described as a di*
MUNCIPAL ICE PLANT
Paul,
St.
Minn.—ji6.00,
August
to,
ing at Convention Ilan. Bishop Mc.
bolical decoction from a species of
TO KILL TRUST PRICES rani sroVs lain:t the evils
of social- it and 12. Return li1t August 31, cactus that if left on a desert island
with prvilege of extension to Septemism and diNk.rce.
by itself would raise a riot. Fortu.
Council Bluffs, Ia., Adopts Owner"The Aability of this nation rests ber 3oth on payment of 5o'cents.
nately for civIlizailon, this fiery
upon
the American home," he said
ship Plan Against Big
non has not become an article of COM,
Denver, Colorado Strings and Pu- merce. but
"Socialistn wGuld .stretch out her foul
is distilled and drunk by
Combine.
hands upon the I roperty, of our peo- eblo, Col.—$36.00. On sale daily to low-grade Mexican half-breeds tand
ple. Look ati Maxim Gorky. the Rus- September ,toth, with return limit of renegade whites of old Mexico, who
Council 'Bluffs, Ia., July 311—Be- sian ;ocinitst. e.aning to America to October 31st.
can lay claim to a useful place in
241 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
cause of the exorbitant demands of a4c us to turn upon Russia. See :i:m
nature only by exterminating eaen
the local ice trust, Council Bluffs is !iving with a woman who Cannot be
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale other.—Portland Oregonian.
to have a municipal owned ice mane- rec .:n;zed :I‘ his wife. That villain daily the year round, good returning'
fpctory. The city council has had and 5c.-.11:ndrc1 ano polluter of woman- within six months.
Salt Beef Barred.
fbe matter tinder consideration for hood ....odd preach to us the 1:,osp.1
Indicative of the radical changes that
severa
Low Homeseeh•rs Rates to many are being made in the British navy
weeks and the individual of human 'Am ty."
is
points in the southeast, west and this recent statement by the admiralty:
numbers have arrived at the concluDr. Pepper Notice.
southwest on first and third Tues- "No more contracts for supply of salt
sion that they could do nothi‘g better for the general run of people here
The Paducah Bottling Co. is the days of each month, June to Novem- beef have been entered into, as It has
(Incur. dated.)
titan en into the business themselves. cnly company authorized to bottle ber inclusive.
been decided to abolish this article
For additional information, tickets, of diet." Cold storage takes the place
The ice trust is demanding $14 per Dr. Pepper in Paducah ,and adjacent
General Cartage Business
etc., tall on any agets of the South- of the beef barrel.
ton, while the' cost of 'manufacture is territory.
ern
address.
Railway
or
only $1.5o a ton. • 1
ARTESIAN MFG. Sr BOTTLINis
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. a, re; East
Touched Him.
Superior,Facillties for
A special meeting of the ,council
Office
CO., Prop., Waco, Texas.
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
'Did that magnetic healer do you
has been called for Monday night tr.
Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd ana inonroc
C. H., HUNGERF2v, D. P. A., good?"
pass the ordinance, a majority of the
Mr. J. W. Ilelsky and wife went 234 Fourth avenue,
did me good and plenty:
he
"Yes,
@ne,
Ky.
vi
Household
and
Goods.
crencilmen having. declared them in lamisvi le Sunday
Both 'Phone.
morning for
C. B. ALLEN, 9? G. P. A., St merely touched rue, and made me give
selve.F in favor of the bill.
several day's stay
up five dollars."—Houstan Post.
Louis, Mo.,

ABOUT FIFTEEN TO
BE TRIED ALTOGETHER

MOTHER HAD GIVEN
GIRL TO INSTITUTION

Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Hightst Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
Is I "Leader" for the dealer.

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T! MILLER,Agent.

520 Broadway,

PADUCAH, HY?

Have You
Started?

a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.

Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank. -

227 Broadway

fiti IRON

YOUR CORRUSPONDENCE..

"UNDERWOOD"
TYPRIRIT[11
per cent. of the Operator's •
Time which is your time.

"Saves 25

1••••••••111.

Underwood Typewriter Co.,

Paducah Transfer Company %.

•

P. D. Fitzpatrick. Supt

,r_
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Now is the Time to Lay in Your CoalforWhiter
S

.Cheapest on the
aer17077e
.
.
e:17:57tbet7g778aer
- s ..
" tff
market. It lasts longer and you get more of it. No slate, no
dirt, no slack, ng waste and it don't clinker. We have convinced others that it is the best and the cheapest and we can
convince you. If you want to book your order for coal now
and have your bin filled later, telephone No. 3, Pittsburg
Coal Co., and our agent will call on you. Your money will be
well spent if you buy from the
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1116001100001111116111111.11111

MITSBURO COAL COMPANY

EJ

Both Phones No. 3
Office 126 Broadway
JAMES J. O'DONNELL, General Manager.

DEATH COMES'
TO LITTLE CHILD

rye PITISOURG COAL CO.
- orrice 124 SRO ADWAY

TtLERIONDO HIS
PADUCAH.

si

Before Mad* Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
IMAMS BICYCLLCO

RESI6NED PLACE WITH
FIRTH STEEL PEOPLE

t

PITTSBURG
COAL

friends, and very responsibYe and uptile tracking. The Illinois Central
r4;ht. lie is survived by his brother
owns and operates nearly 5,000 miles
here, and another in Missouri. He is
of track. It is soldly double-tracked
an uncle of Engineer William Hudfrom Chicago to New Orleains and
son of Little Rock, Ark., who has
is working on second tracifs between
Chicago and Omaha, St. Louis, Sioux
been here for the past week attendCity and St. Paul and Mnneapolis.
ing the bedside o f his re:ative. The
Between Chicago and Champaign,
deceased was also a brother-in-law of
4
expected before many, MR. AND MRS. BICHON LOST Mr. Lloyd Grimes, the traveling engiis
it
LEFT
SCHOFIELD
.C.
W
. MR.
months there will be four tracks int
neer for the Fulton district of the
THEIR LITTLE
YESTERDAY FOR CHICAGO
operation. During rhe past year the;
Illinois Central railroad. One little
GIRL.
road has been pushed into Nashville
FOR THAT PURPOSE.
boy and girl also survive, his wife
Tenn.. and Birmingham, Ala.
having died several years ago.
Notice has been sent out by the
Mr. Hudson was a member of the
secretary of the company of the an- Mrs. Edward Troutman Died Near
Cross. Brotherhood of RailGolden
nual meeting of stockholders of the
Mornand Paducah lodge
Yesterday
Engineers
Elizabethtown
way
road in Chicago next month The
Masons.
of
transing— Death of Others.
announcement states rdiat free
Tomorrow a fternoon at 4 o'cOck
portation will be furnished all stockfuneral services will be preached
the
of
number
holders, regardless of the
residence by Rev. T. J. Newell
the
at
point
nearest
REITERowned
the
shares
from
DISPATCH
CHICAGO
Eulah Ntnrie Richon, the year-old
Broadway Methodist church,
the
of
Chicago
to
on the Illinois Central
(laughter of Mr. and Mts. Peter
Next to Kentucky Theatre on N orth Fifth street they can s are yo%
ATES THAT BAWN REPORT
which interment occurs at Oak
after
and return.
4
Bichon of Eleventh and Tennessee
money, and take your old wheel in exchange. WE WANT AN UNthe
of
auspices
under
cemetry
AUTHORGrove
WITHOUT
WAS
•
streets, died Sunday and this mornNo. 127, F. and A. M. LIMITED NUMBER OF SECON D HAND BICYCLES.
ing at 9:3o o'clock the funeral ser- Paducah lodge
ITY AND UNTRUE.
vices will be conducted at the resiRemember this is the cheapest h ouse in town on Bicyles and everyMEN KILLED BY
dence by Rev. Peter Fields of the SIX
Expert
EXPLOSION thing for bicycles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel.
BOILER
Third Sweet Methodist Church, Inmachinists in our repair shop. All work guaranteed.
'General Agent John T. Donovan Re(Continued From lira Page.)
terment follows at Oak Grove cemea
Old Battery in Vincinnes (Ind.)
turns From Spending Several
tery.
Mayfield Station September 29 and
Paper Mill Lets Go Without
Days in Windy City—Other
30.
Died of Old Age.
Warning.
Clicks of Rails.
Oak Level Circuit at Oak Level
On his farm, six miles from ElizaI Qctober 6 and 7.
bethtown, Ill, Mr. Edward TroutVincennes Ind Jul 3o —Six men
Arlington Circuit at New Provi- man passed away yesterday morning
killed and three were injuried in
were
L
after a lingering illness with infirmiMr. W. C. Schofield left yesterday dence, October 13 and 14.
explosion at the Vincennes
boi.er
fa
charge
ties caused by advan:ed age, the genWickliffe Octobers14 and 15.
for Chicago. Ill., to assume
today. The men were
Mill
Paper
the
for
department
having
blacksmith
tleman
reached- 70 years. He
of the
Clinton Circuit at Mt. Pleasant,
new boilers in the
putting
in
engaged
at
shops
was one of the best known farmers of
Illinois Central railroad
October 2o and 21.
Shepard & Co. to
M.
A.
of
mill
paper
that
vicinity,
Burnside Crossing, just outside the
where
he had resided
Milburn Circuit at Milburn, Octoold boilers
The
ones.
old
replace
all his life. He is survived by one sisWindy City. He came to this city ber 21 and za.
workmen
the
and
use,
in
still
wtre
Ala.
Birmingham,
ter
tihe
and
from
Dr
fonowing
children:
Sunday
Spring Hill Circuit at Shiloh, Octo
J. S. Troutman and Mesdames Jacob had started to take them out when
Mc Schofield was for years in ber 26 and 27.
Twitchell and Susie Bolton of this suddenly, without warning, the excharge of the blacksmith shops mainClinton Station. October 28 and 29.
tained here by the Illinois Central. Woodville Circuit at New Liberty city; George Troutman of Elizabeth- plosion occurred. The boiler room
town and) Eugene Troutman of Sitet- was demolished. The bodies of Will
but some months ago resigned his
• position to become a traveling sales- November 3 and 4.
Harry
tlersville, Ill.
iam Stone, fireman, and
Marlow Circuit at Hinkleville No- 'Dr. Troutman
and others went from Borders, master mechanic, have been
man for the big Firth steel concern of
vember 4 and 5.
here yesterday to attend the funeral taken from the debris. The property
Pittsburg. Pa. At the same time he
City Mission at Lone Oak, Novem- services.
moved his family to St. Louis and
loss is estimated at $5o,00o.
.4
)then to Chicago. The road does not ber to and it.
Third street, November 11 and 12.
Died of Meningitis.
• suit Mr. Schofield, though, keeping
IN REDUCTION OF CRIME
The to-months-old son of Mr. and
him away from home so much, so he
Mrs. W. G. Park of 327 Guthrie
accepted the place of foreman for LIQUOR BARRED AT
avenue died Stmday afternoon of Gov. Folk Criticises Non-Enforcethe Burnside Crossing shops that was
FORT
HARRISON.
spinal meningitis, and was buried
offered him, and gives op the travelment of Law in Wisconsin.
yesterday afternoon at the Mt. Peasing possion. He made the Firth peoFort Benjamin Harrison, Near In- aria
cemetery, following ftmeral serple a fine representative, being one
Madison, Wis., July 30 Gov. Folk,
dianapolis, Ind., July 3o.—Brig. Gen. vices held at the
residence at t
of ahe best steel men in the country
Missouri, who spoke at Monona
of
controops
the
icomruanding
Carter
o'clock in the afternoon.
and it was with tint& regret that they
afternoon,
Assembly this
Lake
of
for
the maneuvers
centrated here
Another Little One.
gave him up.
of the
-enforcement
non
the
criticised
regular army detachments and the
Mr. and Mrs. George Ferrell -if
All a Mistake.
camp of instruction for the Indiana 1304 Bridge street lost their 9-months- Senday law in Wisconsin. He said:
A dispatch from Chicago yesterday and Michigan National Guards, is"Wisconsin has on the statute
old son Stmclay afternoon, dying
reiterated the denial of the report sued an order today forbidding any of
books a law closing the saloons on
inflammation
the
of
The
bowels.
sent out last week that General Manuniversally
canteen on the reservation and pro- remains were buried yesterday after- Sunday. The law is
ager Rawn had resigned his position
The enforcement of the
ignored.
noon
folin
bringcemetery,
from
men
Grove
hibiting
or
Oak
officers
-with the Illinois Central railroad and
lowing funeral services conducted at Sunday closing law in Missouri regoing with another, thereby ing liquor into camp.
'intended
•
Ole residence at 3 o'clock.
duced Sunday crime 40 per cent, and
• causing a general 'bake-up amon
the condition of the workimproved
-the managing departments of 0,of
Died
Cancer.
business generaly."
and
ir:gmen
'system. The dispatch says Mr. Ra.wn
Yesterday
a
fternoon
4:15
at
with
capacity
conItinues. in his eld
c'clock Mr. Thomas A. Hudson. the ST. LOUIS PUTS LID ON
i•the I. C.
well known railroad engineer, passed
a
ALL SUMMER GARDENS
General Agent Back.
away at the residence of his brother,
Donovan
Agent
1'.
John
General
PADUCAH REAL. ETTA A.. WESTERN KENTUCKY ?ARM. MS/
Mr. James Hudson, the house build No Drinks Sold Anywhere in Sub-returned yesterday from a trip to
MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WSMERN
hg
of
Monroe
contractor,
rg
.
it
street..
Chicago. where he went last SaturKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
County.
the
in
of
urbs
The death was caused by cancer
-day.'
-FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
for
deceased
which
has
the
afflicted
Dynornetar Car.
3(1—Enforcement of
July
Louis.
St.
many months, developing on his
?EDO a la W. WPrITTEMION.C.
The dynorneter car arrived here
Will be keenly appreciated
closing Sunday law was
tongue, and seeming to Pass down the saloon
:last evening from ttp the LonisvIle
alter a trial by people who stifstrictly observed at the summer garinto his chest and stomach.
•divsion, and proceeds back up that
fer from headaches—severe or
in St. Louis county, just outside
dens
Mr. Hudson was forty-three years
way this morning attached to a (lirmiildt occasional or chronic.
limits, and no arrests Nre rethe
of age and for years run on the
lerent class of engne, than the "88o"
They never fail to
ported.
Illinois Central railroad, being one
type in order to sec what these make
The second Sunday of the "lid law"
widely
and
reliable
of the most
a -of engines can do under all circtimGIVE QUICK
enforcement in 'East St. Louis, Ill.
knewn engine men of the surround- found that city "A-y." Three men
1 *tames regarding pulling. The car
RELIEF.
a is arranged) with, machines that mark
ing divisions. Although affected for were arre;ted for failing to conform
up everything done along the road
some time, he managed to continue to lega! requirements.
Easing the pain in a very few
The car will be around here for seyworking until several weeks ago,
It is stated that in order that
Kinutee.
-eral days yett
when he came here from Fulton and saloons may be opened within the
Minos Central Improvements.
became bedfast at the home of his two-mile limit of East St. Louis
One of the best illustrations that
movementr. are being made to organbrother, where he rapidly sank.
rairoad can succeed by working inThe deceased was a man of many ize villages en all sides of the city
dependently of trusts and consolidations is the Illinois Central Company,
the stock of which has just been
placed on a 7 per cent. basis. In
DRUGGIST
addition to 'increasing the profits for
thousands of stockholders, nearly $1,SIXTH AND BROADWAY
500a,000 have been voted for improvements during the coming year. Thee
TELEPHONE 62.
httterments run from evveytifiing front
PADUCAH, KY,130 S. THIRD STREET;
station grounds improvements to dot,-
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Headache
Powders
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43 Copies tor 1 cent
THE CHEAPEST METHOD OF THEM ALL

Use our best brand of Carbon paper and you get over
10,000 clear cut, smearless Carbon Copies for $2.65.

J. 11. Oehlschlaecer

•

YOU CAN MAKE 15 COPIES AT ONE TIME

Efingera CO

Undertakers and Embalmers,

What more do you want? Try a dozen sheets,
• purple or black, for 30c. Your money back4l Ou are
not satisfied.
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to put up a desperate and stubborn
light. The good people hive a golden
opportunity to get together and w:n
a sweeping victory. Will they do it?
Dive-Keepers and the Officers.
The average citizen has but a, limited idea of the eiiffictitties 'a police
officer has to face in the discharge
of his duty. 'Whenever the enforcement of , the law interferes with a
man making money he begins to make
it hco for those who stand in his
way. He makes it his business to
go to every person with whom) he
spends a dollar aril try to turn them
against the one whom he seeks to destroy. He spreads broadcast lies and
slander; he threatens and bluffs any
and all people that he .can, and often
goes so far as to threaten the life
of the officers.. Those mene'-iice an:
archists andl should be driven out tf
every town in the country. In 'Memphis certain officials are endeavoring
to clean out some of the low dives
and grog-shops, and that city has
been thrown into an uproar over the
action of the men who back those
dives threatening to put out the lights
of the vice-mayor and a member of
the police conuniasion. The Memphis
Commerciat-Appeal of yesterday, editorially says:

they at once put a Republican in his
place. To cap it all, 'because Mayor
riser did not acree wit. tl:e 1::i;
committee about the plan to enlarge
the electric light plant, the howl went
up that politics wits behind it :when
such was not the case. On the other
hand, Mayor Yeiser a few months
-ako appointed a Republican as a park
coimmissioner, and reappointed the
Republican member of the board of
public workis a few weeks ago, anA
that board has in so way Shown a
partisan spirit. With these facts before us, we are moved to say that
Mayor Yeiser should consult, his own
pleasure in the matter and follow the
pace set by the Republican general
council and appoint a Democrat. The
general council never consulted the
'mayor about any of its appointments,
..titt there is no reason why he should
pay any attention to the Reptfblicans
in naming Dipple's successor.

samlawanntelalasii:

THE IMMORAL CONDITIONS OF
PADUCAH Le 10 BARE IN SERMONS

pRINTING

DR. NEWELL HANDLED SUBJECT WITHOUT GLOVES

THAT PLEASES

IN

HIS TWO SERMONS SUNDAY CREATED A SENSATION
THE
CITY AND HAS AROUSED THE GOOD PEOPLE TO THE
DANGERS AND IMMORALITY THAT ARE WEIGHTING THE
FAIR CITY—PLAIN FACTS IN PLAI NWORDS.

Phones:
g

NEW-

4 20

OLDThe two sermons delivered by Rev from home and family and business
T. J. Newell, D. D., pastor of the today—fleeing from the lowlands
Anyone failing to receive this paper
Broadway Methodist Church, Sum- full of malaria, to the mountains
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Teleday morning and night, created quite where the pure air can be found
phone Cumberhutd 318.
a sensation throughout the city by Pure men shun the impure—the correason of the vivid pictures he drew rupting—the evil.
of moral conditions in this city, and
Lo us gil:t an acceptable definitin depicting which he spoke plainly ion of evil. That which makes no
and effectively.
contribution to the good of men, 'oy
The subject of thezmorning sermon
common consent, we regard as worth•
According to reports, the liquor was
"The Power of the Presence. of
people mean to see that drug stores Evil; Paducah as an Ilustration," and less, that which makes some contra
Tuesday Morning, July 31, 1;06.
Lution to man is regarded as more
are not suffered to sell whisky on Sun- at night, "The IRemedy." In dealing
or less valuable in proportion to its
with
the
subjects Dr. Newell handled
day. The lid has been clamped down
The Coming Conflict in Paducah.
them without gloves, and be struck contribution of good to man; but
Sunday
saloon',
and
but
on
the
it
is
by
Sunday
The sermons delivered
a responsive chord in his hearers, for that which does hurt to man is put
right and proper for those people io after the close of the morning sermon down as evil and only evil.
Dr. Newell at the Broadway MetnThe Bibe warns all men against
take steps to see that others with a be invited all those who indorsed his
odist Church should 'have been heard
sin, but it gives especial warning
remarks
to
come
shake
forward
and
,the
Paby
license
do
not
profit
in
liquor
mother
by every father and
handa, an
and almost every man and against some forms of s'n.
saloons being closed, There is no
ducah'. The discourses dealt with
The saloon, Hell and, 15th.
woman in the house responded,
conditions in Paducah, and What was
If the statements made by John T. law and order league, either open or
The vile woman. Prov. 5th. 3-6th.
The sermons in brief were to tha
said is tacked up by facts kaown to Walsh, ex-mayor of aretriphis, and H. secret, in this city, and if outside de- effect
ab
.bath desecration, Ezek. 20th
moralstltieb in thettleis cnow a(mtid
pieting 23-S24
city amid that
hundted& of people in this city. While T. Bruce. fire and police commission- tectives have been imported for the for
er, mean anything, they mean that purpose of entrapping druggists and the forces of Christianity and moralLove of money. 1st Tim, 6th, to
the remarks oi the reverend gentleity must join hands and wage a rethe constituted tuithOrities of this
There are evils upon which this
magnified
for
or
in
selling
distorted
others
engaged
liquor
,
41
man wilt be
tentless war for the redemption of Book lays especial emphasis and to
city have been violently threatened
a purpose, yet the fact remains that by some of the men. who already Sunday, it was done at the instance the city. He laid emphasis on the which it would give attention.
power that has been exerted heretohe spoke the truth, end this city stand accused of the murder of an of the liquor interests.
Do these evils ex;st among us? if
fore by the Wholesale liquor dealer so what are the efects?
would be benefited snore if every officer of the law. They mean that
Brownlow of Tennessee is now au who Aim& ass the backer of the barcome to
All
these evils curse this fair
minister in it would occasionally tell the affairs of Memphis have
the city officials may ex-boss, and H. Clay Evans is itS rooms and is respons?ble for the law- J city and effect.
point
where
a
conditions
Iris congregation elf the
not enforce the laws regulating drink- control 'by the grace of President lessness thstalhaia prevailed for years
1st. Material values.
Paducah has the reputation of tieing ing dens andi gaming pits without
Ilia sermons were replete with apt
and.
Degrade the ideal manhood
now
Roosevelt. Let the president
illustrations and incidents in this city. and
the widest open town in the country -subjecting themselves to threats of
womanhood.
cast his eye in this direction and we The remedy. Dr. Newell contendeil
of its size. It has been la-ought to personal jo!ence. not to say death
3rd_ Stultify our moral sense.
1 to 3oo horse power. Best, cheapowa- will point out to him a little boss was to be found only in organization
audacious
from
bold
and
itself,
4th. Bring upon us the curve of est and most economical.
that condition by certain wholesale
:rs of -these crime-breeding resorts whose possession of a federal office and co-operation by the good people God.
.
Special atten:ion to electric lightliquor dealers who have foreesion the
They were the plainest and most
Ordinarily a vice-mayor and a fire is an inairk. to respectable people.
forceful sermons that have been dc- ersaaite have been ninety-six saloon s ing plants.
city many saloons that have in season and polic.: comenisitioner could afford
livered in this city for years and in this city running day and night-are) out of season disregarded the to treat threats ciroin such sources
The Law and tile Dives.
were the general topic of conversa- Suday and Monday—absoaitely defy.
/
selaen they come
law, until, with but a few excepiions with contempk,
(Memphis CommerciaaAppeal)
Paducah, Ky.
.atae,.., law for years. (Under the
all over the city yesterday
from those who have already figured
We publish elsewhere some deevery such place in the city hasItiried
The follosing is a synopsis o: the present idininistration the condition
in the kaling of officers for executing
is improving). These saloons have
to outdo the others. In and about orders similar to those given by the cidedly salty interviews *AV Vice- sermons:
and Commissioner
decrea,ed the real and rental value
many of them were maintained vice-mayor, the menace is too appar- Mayor Walsh
Morning Sermon.
Bruce
regarding
the
dives
of
Memof
all the property in their vicinity
gambling rooms anal rooms for other ent to ignore.
"Be not deceived, evil comircnicaphis.
These
places.
ara,flataasfeediata
to
They
have gathered from tire pockAND
and
against
us
law
the
"Enforce
purposes. Every &moven device to
beds of crime, and the .peoPe of tions cotrept good manners,etc of the people an average of tee
lights out."
your
put
will
we
1,541, 33v.
catch the youth and the unwary was
proper dollars per day for years. Ten dolThese are about the words used Memphis will certaiply uisliOld the
The "Old Book- in every
installed, until matters became a by dive-keepers of Memphis to the hands of the officials who try t::
lars per day for ninety-six saloons is
place is sounding the danger signal
Woo() which is $350,400no per anstench in the nostrils of decent pea- vice-mayor of the city and one of stamp them .out. It appears from Some
do not consult its pages, and num. What have they given the pen.
DIRECT LINE TO
pie and many of them were closed up the city's fire arrd•police commission. the statements OnIT two fire andl aretherefore forced to
learn
from
:
pie
in
have
paid
threatened
police
.
return?
Well
they
the
consmissionen,ihtc.ibratila
and others given notice to obey the ers. To the credit of
eiepeience ,a cosfy teacher. But from , a little :icense
about one tenth the
officials, be it said, both of them been threatened with bodibr vio,lenc
the same source most men .have
law or quit business.
caosing
presencei cost they have entailed upon your
active
in
if they. persevere in their—itheation
have been most
The immoral resorts about the city and raiding these dens, in spite of the to close up 'the dives. We do not learned the danger of* the
of the impure. Thousands are away'
waxed and flourished in a way that threats
Their "lights" have not believe that such threats are con(Centinued cm Paw Six)
1
would not be tolerated in the low yet been 'put out," but law lama ducive to the continued good health,
quandespised
of those who make them. 14. Yia sh
quarters- of large cities. So brazen order must herualit a
tity in this city affien desperate dive- is at present acting mayor of MemAlso to Asheville, Hendersonville,
raking
those
were
who
and bold did
keepers can make such threats phis and Mr. Bruce is a, fire and poBrevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
in the dollars become that it was a against ,the authorities with impunity.
lice commissioner. It is noaa very
.nd many other resorts in the "1 and
disgrace to the city. They became
Meirsphians have been crying aloud engaging spectacle to see these officoi the Sky" and bkautiful "Sapphire"
law.
SO insolent that they thought they for the fearless etrforcement of
ials threatened or abused, not for
country of WesterA North Carolina,
Walsh
The community put Messrs.
offering a high altitude, bracing
owned she city and that no one mnst and Br...a: in the positions they occu- their failure to enforce the, law, but
their announced .intenclotate, picturesque mountain scenery
interfere with' their nefarious bini- py' The people called upon them to because of
The
aon
is
observed.
to
see
that
it
and
splendid hotels.
act up to the spirit. and the letter
ness.
city authorities can count upon havSend tan ccrt stamp for "Land of
is
effort
this
seems
law.
It
of
the
Dr. Newell gave .notice that the
the Sky" booklet and other handbeing made, but at the expense oi ing the cordial support of this pape:
battle for civic righteousness was just
somely illustrated literature.
tihreats of violence. We do not lama/ as well as that of the people of Memopening and appealed to the good how fxi the law may be able to phis whenever they do the right
J. F. I.OGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent,
people of this city to co-operate and protect it: officials, but it is posi- thing.
Lexington, K.T.
Monroe,
Louisiana,
has
distanced
all
different,
though the franchise paid
organize for the conflict. 'He called tively certain this commtmity owes
the cities of America, big and little handsomely, and here began the cana
Crazy When She Married.
C. IL IIUNGERFORD, Dist. Pass.
attitention to the fact that men in for- them protection and should see that
in the matter of municipal oanership paign for municipal ownership. With
they obtain it'.
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
(Philadelphia Ledger.)
seer moyements had been boycotted
of public utilties.
the granting of the water and light
"I
want
to
get
a
divorce
from
my:
and their business ruined for standS. B ALLE/S, Asst. Genl. Pass.
,Wednesday of last week the first franchise a tax of 3f t/s mills for ten
One of the afternoon newspapers husband."
car on the first municipally owned years had been voted to the private
Agent.19f.- Louis. Mo. •
up for the right, and he urged is very much taken with the lime
The lawyer was interested. "What
car on the first' municipality owned concern to pay for street lighang
the good people to standl together treatment for the sanitary conditions are your grounds?" he asked.
and operated electric railway in the and water for fighting fire. Mayor
and for no man to enlist unless. he of Paducah It froths anent the sani"Insanity."
Un•ted States was run over the Mon- Forsythe argued that if the franhad the courage to stand up in the tary conditions, but is panfully silent
"Was he crazy at the time of the roe municipal street railway.
chise was profitable to the private
face of everything. It was certainly on the moral conditions. The Regi,- marriage?"
That was merely a trial trip; today company it would be more profitable
"Oh,
dear
no;
I
was."
,amadie plain Oa his, hearers that unless ter believes in both good sanitary
cars are being successfully and, profit to the city and people
and the $60,
ably operated and last Sunday 2,480 000 of the bond issue was used
tibe people did heed the warning that conditions and good moral conditions,
in the
The Ozark Note:.
i purchase
passengers were carried.
the presence of evil would stifle the but between the two we prefer the.
of the plant. The tax of 3"i
At Cm.; Gs/rings, flis., will make
In addition to the street railway
progress of the city.
latter. If a man's children become a rate of $to per week for the bal- Monroe owns and operates its water mills then ceased and the service was
continued to t he people at the same
The Register will say that the laws contaminated with unsanitary condi- ance of the season; The T. C. rail' and light plant. sewerage
system and rates charged by the private corns
rirP reduced rates. The
le
,ale-nent may have 'been stre:1;; tions they can *ae removed to e road
free traffic bridge across the Ouach- pany, which was a saving of the tax
" enough a few years ago to boycott healthier place, but if they are con- finest mud baths in the laud at The ita river, a public market—the finest
to the property taxpayers. The rates
Ozark, also hot, cold, vapor, spray
in the state—and maintains its pub ic were i-iimewhaehigh; but could
.men who stood for right, but things taminated morally all the 'health re- and shower baths.
not
schools independent of state and be reduced for the reason that the
%aye changed in this city, due .to the sorb in the country will not eliminate
MRS. HARKNESS. Proprietress.
county (parish) aid.
The school plant was old and had to be rehabiliefforts of a few determined men, and tire corruption. Perhap- some of the
building
is
the
finest
in
the state or t;.;ed. It is now practically new, so
Almost every coal dealer claims
an organization for law and order at stockholders of that paper are sensisouth and cost $85.00o. About $2o,000 far as machinery is concerned, at in
his
coal
is
the
best
but
there
is
only
this time will not only be too power- tive on the moral queston,--ansi Jo
annually is expended in the educeful for that little gang of schemers not 'believe in cleansing the city of one ccral that can prove it. Tha Pitts- Von the youth. The school is free expenditure equalltng almost the purburg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
chase ,:irce,
who have grown rich by debaucliEng the filth and corruption that has been phones No. 3. James
J. O'Donnell, to the children of any part of the
Earnings for -Improvement.
parish or state.
the young of this city, but it will also 'sown broadcast by them in the last General Manager.
be powerful enough to make law- ten years.
Mayor Prime Mover.
The policy of the mayor is to use
BIG
DECREASE IN
abiding citizens of them or put them
To Mayor A. A. Forsythe more the net earnings for betterment and
OHIO
SALOONS. Clan to any tither man or set of extensions and to add other utilities,
where they will not disturb decent
The plaint of the Republican sheet
men is due the growth and consum- with the tatimate end in view wheti
We handle all the Criest and daintpeople. The trouble with a great that Mayor Yeiser should appoint a Revenue for the
First Six Months of mation
of municipal ownership in ;all utilities needed are acquired to
,
articles with the atinost cam
many people in Paducah is, they are Republican to the vacancy created •by
est
1906 Nearly groo,000 More Than
Monroe. He went into office in ISO reduce the cost to consumers' to the
1
and
make repairs that are absolutely
weakakneed and afraid to take ia wand the reaignatioa of a councilman, beWhole of Last Year.
on a platform of public improvement's minimum, the principle of municipal
I
for fear of losing a dollar or two cause the man who resigned is a Reaatifactory.
modernizing
of
Moncalling fat the
ownership being the best service posColtir-bus 0. Tay 3o.—The de- roe. In that year a new state consta 1 sible at the least possible cost.
but if present indications count it publican and was elected by the peoThe yeild from the bond issue was
will not be long 'before every man ple, is very silly indeed in the face crease in the nvather of saloons in tuition was adopted in which a proOhio, as a result of the
pas- vision was incorporated authorizing inadequate and the difference was
will show his colors and take a stand of the conduct of the Republican genc:.ge of the Aiken
liquor
tax municipalities to issue bonds for pub- , made up from the general fund, as
on one side or the other. There can eral council, which on every occasion bill, was 2 ,S—from 12,934
ia. 1905 lic improvements and under and stated, a school building for which
be no manner of doubt on -the score has shown itself to be bitterly parti- to 9,956 in 1906. The percentage of
through his initiative Monroe was the only $2o,000 was provided was erect311 Broadway.
that Paducah needs a moral cleans- san. When the Democrats stole a decrease was approximately 23 per first city in the state to take advan- ed at a cost of $85.ono. This achievcent.
as
expected.
ing and the question is .simply this: ' march on them in December by a
tage of the provision. An issue of ment won for Mayor Forsythe conPHONE 722-5.
The revenue from the saloons for $r55,000 w,as voted-----there being only siderable reputation as a resourceful
Will the good people of the city take shady tricld the Republicans had al-t
a
the first half of the year was nearly eight dissenting votes—for the fol- financier, and notwithstanding he had
control, or will they stand back anil ready caucused and named a slate
$too,000 more than for the whole of lowing purposes: Forty thousand stroyg opposition
for
re-election
Jet the handful of law-breakers con-' for the minor offices. When time 'ast
year, the revenue being $4637,- doVars for street paving; $20,000 for was successful by a, handsome matinue in control? Shall the city have' Democratic sewer inspector's terin 263.
a high school building. $30,cioo for jority.
law and order, or shall vice, crime expired the general council promptly
City Gets New Charter.
sewerage; $5,000 for a charity hosPittsburg Coal Co. Office No. 126 iatal; $6oaxo for water and lights.
and corruption hold away?
The put a Republican in his place, and
The campaign for the municipal Soid at
other side is now organizing for the when the term of a Democratic phy- Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
Up to thia. time the 'only utilities street raj:way began in 1903 and the
Gray's Buffet,
The best coal in Paducah,
enjoyed
were water and lights under
'November election ,and they 'exPicf !haat on the 'hospital board expire,
Palme House Bar,
'
The
clieapPst
coal
n
Paducah.
•
(Continued on Page Seven.)
private ownership. The service wasinL. A.
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For All Purposes

HARRY E. WALLACE,
SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Queen & Crescent Route

CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA

Street Cars Owned By City
Start at Monroe, Louisiana

Ownership Plan Proves a Success---Several Public
Utilities Under Municipal Control Attest
Virtue of the Idea.
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NO
MORE
iROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
lice improvement committee of the arenue yesterday afternoon about 3 uight for Lexingbon, Tenn., after D. ling liquor On the Sabbath, the
Result of
_si,iunicipal legislative authorities, yes- () clock when Samuel Leibel, the N. Blacknell, of Scotts Hill, Tenn., affidavits being filed by Edward Byrd waking. No15 years experience in tire
danger from THORNS.CACterday said he expected they would groceryman and saloonist of Ninth iiho is wanted here on the charge of and Henry Carter, who stated they "1 VS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Mottos this this& rubber tread •
and
"A" and pasokar. strips "1:1.
Washington
streets, took three being implicated in the dea: whereby were from Mayfield.
Sericites punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
report unfavoraby an the request of
and
"D," also rim strip
be vulcanized like any other lire.
to prevent rim cutting. This
•City Engineer Washington that. a shots at John Muller, the painter the Rybinsin brothers of Milan.
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dealers
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are
DrugTwo
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will entlast as
sand
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who
.ow In actual use. Over
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a
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ewer's office for purpose of protein
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•
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Ninth and Broadway; Druggist Roy without
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:hat
some bad blood hes Third street several months ago. The
of letters ram satiafirld eussomers stating
ot other visitation. Mr. Hank sa
their tirr.s have only been pninped up once or twice ins
S. Ballowe of Tenth and Broadway, that
whole season. They weigh iso
t
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting
requisition papers have arrived here
he had made inquiries into the co ex•ated betv. i• n Muller ;tee
qualities
being
given by several liiers of thin,more
spec,aliv
and
Druggists
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation
Phil
and
H.
L.
for
quite
commonlyfelt when riding on asphalt
a while. Muller c'aiming fer Blacknell who will not come
of the probable improvement and
OT soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread
which prevents all ale from being
Stephen of Ninth and Kentucky squeezed out between the tire and the road
thus overcoming all suctibn. The regular price
finds that a safe of the proper size that the other talked disparagingly. back without them, hiving given avenue.
of
tires Is 5c per pair, but for ad,crosing pirribaes we are making
a special factory prwe so the these
about him. Yesterday Muller was bond at Lexington last week. The detide,
of only $4.8o per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received.
*ill cost abotit $20024Si1e=ine
We
ship
C.O.D.
on
approval
do
not pay•cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represcr
Byrd and Carter claim they visited You
ted.
le put in, it will have te be' •built sitting talking to a lady neighbor of tective will get back here with him
We will allow& cask discount of5 per cent (thereby making
the price 54.55 peePair)if you send'
each of these places day before yes- FULL CAME WITH OBOE: and enclose this advertisement.
f•em the ground clear to the second lii s when Leibel passed and it seems the last of this week.
We
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send
one
plated
brass
hand
pump
',. Sanzpson metal puncture
on full paid orders (thesenickel.
terday and purchased
bottles
metal.
of puncture closers to be usedand
floor where the engineer mpin.tain's They had some words. Leibel rushed
in care of intentional knife cuts closets
or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at
OUR
expense
if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination. . whiskey in violation of the Sabbath
Wheel Found..
headquarters in the double tenement around to his saloon at Ninth and
We are perfectly reliare and money
sent
to us is as safe as in a beak. Ask your Postmaster,
Mr. Arthur Garner of 1214 South law. They filed the bottles as ex- Banker, }Impress or Freight Agent or the Editor of this
brick residence adjoiniqi...*j1City Washington street, and procuring his
paper about us. If you order a pair
these tirea, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster,
wear better, last !anger and look
pistol
came
hibits
of
back
evidence.
to
Seventh
where
street,
informed
Muller was
the police
Boer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We kaow
Hall. The engineer cannot *iv'e his
that you will be so well p;eased
that when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We want
you to send us a small trial
quarters to the first flo
"Olebedebse he on the avenue. Muller to'd him that yesterday that he h ad at his home a
.
Justice Charles Emery happened to order at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
he
did
not
have
bicyc'e
nerve
found in the alley where it be at the City Hal Sunday
enough to shot,
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has to have a skyIig,
-up-wh
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saddles,
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and repairs. ani,
afternoon
-DRAKES,everything the bicycle line are soldparts
by us
to give sufficient,rpg1ko th work and Leibel cracked down at Muller. was doubtless left by someone after when Byrd and Carter appeared prises charged by dealers and repair men. Writein
for our big BUNDRY catalogue.at huh theeisuao
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latter picked up a brick and riding as long as they desired.
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there, and the magistrate issued the DO NOT WAIT 13it ""
'
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C auspaair of ti
from anyone untilknow the new
heaved it at Leibel, when the saloon„
properly (lone.
warrants during absence of Judge wonderful offers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW. saw
Cruelty to Animals.
Mr. Hank theorises .1141ele . rec- ist shot twice more, but none of the
Edward Puryear.
Thomas Sanders, Humane society, The
ords have not been --lotati'.
a vault hullets hit the intended victim.
warrants were all set for trial
Muller stated last evening that he officer, yesterday got out warrants tomorrow
or safe for years back, and nothing
in the police court at in- .•
occurred, therefore . they might as would this morning procure two war- against Leander Graves and Howard stance of Byrd and Carter, who inwell be continued ii ihkat-snasiner and rants against Leibel, one charging Cartwright colored, charging them formed the judge they could not be
his committee would recommend to him with carrying concealed weapons. with cruelty to animals. Graves owns ho-e before then.
and the other with shooting with in- a horse which Cartwright drives, and
that effect.
It is reported that liquor people of
tent to kil'.
Officer Sanders found the animal with the
city had. Byrd and Carter ta
a very sore back.
He ordered it visit the
drug stores in order to
kept in the stable, but the negroes
make purchases and then convict the
coreinued driving the beast, hence the
proprietors. The saloonists and other
charge.
whiskey men have claimed all along
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that
they were being prosecuted for
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Nfattoon, ill., July 1o.—Miller'i
Cut at Church.
sell at 5c.
Flournoy breathed her lax at that
wildneos and poor support cost PaThe
poiice
here
received
hour
We carry a large and complete
in
the
word
home
ler
of
her diutflaei,
/*web the game today. McCarthy
look out for Claude Cornwell who "The Board of Health during their
Mrs.
line
William
of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
H.
Rogers.
wife
the
of
was very effective
well-known policeman who resides at Sunday at the Clark's river church' session last evening ordered Health
and Window Shades in all colcrs.
timings-RHF
5/5 North Eighth street. Mrs. Flour- near Hard Money, Graves county,. Officer William Graves to direct the
A large line of roofing and buildInning'—
123456789 VHF= noy
was widely known, being one of seriously cut Luther M.To'bert, half sanitary inspectors to notify every
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
Paducah
rst to•otoo-36
brother of Special Policeman Dick person owning a vacant 'ot covered
000t 3001 *-3 7 4 the original sett'ers of this county
Mattr/on
nin=2212tUttUttiteeMettt=tannutettm:
oith weeds that the owner will have
I
Bat t erie.--M
tiler
and Downin 4 ilong before the war, and is greatly olbert of the I. C., yards here. te rut the weeds within five days, or
Cornwell
got
away.
triseed
by
everybody.
McCarthy and Johnstone
else he will be watranted on the
For the past two yeah' 'she- has
grotmd of maintaining a nuisance.
been
undergoing a general decline,
Danville 6. Jacksonville o.
The doctors claim that thick weeds
Danville. III., July eo.—Danytile and death was produced by the in
cause a damp, miasmic condition
won today by superior work. Score, firmities incidental to advanced age.
while the ill-smelling odor which
6 to a
FtNIE • Mrs. Flournoy was born in Smithfrom them is very unhealthy.
arises
4
Danville
6 8 t land
(Continued From First Page.)
eighty-eight years ago, and
Jacksonville
, „ 0 4 3 when a child moved to this county
Report Erroneous.
Batteriest—iliolycross
and
Ott 'with her parents. Long before the negro had just leaped the fence, and
During
the meeting of the board it INSURE WITH
Akers aria Belt.
war she Wag married to the late Mr. not wanting to hit him, the condo.developed
that the report was erronW. J. Flournoy, one of the county's tor's wife fired in the air to scare the
of. the homes on West
any
eous,
that
i
Cairo 5. Vincennes o.
darky,
who
sailed down the. street.
most substantial farmers who died
West
Broadway, West Jefferson,
twelve years ago. For years they
etHie=1,
had
avenue
Fountain
Kentucky,
or
Chief's House Visited.
centres fell dawn today by a score of made their home on the well known
pipe. leading into Bradshaw creek,
5 reo o in favor (1 Cairo.
Flournoy
farm on the IIinklevi'le
RIIIF!
Several times Sunday night burg- which runs through that suburb, and
Cairo
5 3 3 road.
lars visited the home of "Chief" used these pipes to flow the water
Vincennee
o 7 4 On account of her advanced age harry Lloyd, the baseball
club man- closet and toilet room offal into the
Batteries—Hatch land
Qtriesser Mrs. Flournoy came to this city last ager of 720
Phones:Office 385—Resitlence 1696
South Fourth street, but creek. Dr. H. P. Sights, Dr. C. H. Offices 106 Broadway
Wilritley and Miatteson.
year to make her home with her each time they left without
entering.
Brooks,
and
Brothers,
G.
Dr.
J.
---- 2
-daughter on North Eighth.
Officer Henry Singery passed early Messrs. Henry McGee and Abe AntAlmost .every coal dealer clams
The deacesed was a kind, motherly in the evening and saw parties
lurk- pacher of the board were present last
his coal is the best but there is only lady who into her age carried the
ing around the yard, and suspecting evening, and they had the plumbers
one coal that can prove it. The Pitts- many beautiful traits that made her
burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both beloved deeply by all who reverently they were thieves. started after them of the city to gather with them for
but they got away before he could the purpose of giving information
phalkga Evi. 3
James J.r.'O'Donnell, cherish her memory, and grieve
capture
them.
Mrs. Lloyd
and alcng this line.
Genttal Min*.
deeply over her dissolution. She Was friends were at the
park at the time.
It had been reported to the board
a devout and consistent member of They returned home and yesterday
_
residents of that localiy menthat
thet Mehodist denotilination, which morning reported that they 4ard
As we are in the midst of hot weather and seeeping
in- tioned had pipes running tinder the
is a torloses a faithful folower.
ture at the present time, and these beautiful moonlights we
truders sneaking'around the residence ground from their homes to the
have
The deceased is survived by six several times after they retired
at
present. • Come one come a.1 and hear his muze et 6of
but creek, and that the unhealthy offal
S.
4th.
children'. Mrs-. Rogers, 'Mfrs. B. G. the marauders did not effect
at., produced by the only talking machine, not onle of
an en- and .rettse flowed into the hollow
U. S. but
Bidwell of Rutherford. Texas; Mrs. trance.
of
the
world. The Victor and the Zonophone talking maeltines
The plumbers were quizzed along
A. S. Witford of Memphis. Tenn; Mr.
from $zo to $too put within the reach of the poor as well as the
knew
of
they
each
said
and
line
this
B. Flournoy of Ragland, and Mr.
wealthy. Remember that these machines are the
Did Not Wing Burglar.
St. Louis and, Tennessee River Pack- W.
re pipes running the sanitary offal
James Flornoy latter the well known
•Sialoonist L. B. Ragan of South to the creek, but that nearly every
et compeny—the cheapest and
hes salesman for Terrell's distillery.
Third
street near Broadway resides body out that way having choets in
The ftmern' services have not yet
excursion oct of Paducah.
Remember my records for sale are ein. eec, 10 in. tee, se in.
en
West
Trimble street, and Saturday side their houses had "dry wells" in
been arranged.
Sz.00.
evening he closed his coffee house the yard so the accummulat:ons could
We have high class operatic records from $1.00. $a.eo. $3.00,
at midnight and went home.
Hi empty into thesn underground reK. OF C. NOTICE.
$4.00, Ss.00. All the latest leading opeia singer; from rk ddalena
wife told him she had heard someone ceptacles. It developing that the
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gazorz and
No meeting of the Knights of in the yard, but thinking she
wag sahitery offal was a mistake, there
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind. I
Columbus will be held Wednesday possib'y
take
board
to
the
action
for
was
will play any
no
mistaken, he'sseetired and
piece before purchasing it, so you can pee that it is perfact .We
evening August ist, on account of went to sleep. About
run
2 O'clock his All the people of that section
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
removal of Elm to new hall. Notice wife awakened him, hearing a man on the:r storm drainage and slops int')
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
will be. given of time and place, etc., the porch. Procuring his revolver the creek, hut this does not make
eiscotints nor CUTS in PRICES. We
It is a trip of please, combo? rext meeting.
carry a full stock of
Mr. Iengan tried to slip out, but the thiege unhealthy to any great extent.
needels
and we will repair your broken machines at hihere' otices.
and rest; good service, good MIA
J. T. DONOVAN, G. K. 3,
•-re.en door squeaked on opening it,
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your ZonoAttest; A. R. MEGERS, Se.ay. ; mid this scared the burglar, whe
good rooms, etc. Beats leave eaeb
phone.. I have 500 new and latest music from ragtime to the
A tool trie-s to get 'square weth othrtashed off the porch and sailed
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. eli
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Amers, but the wise man epend, his time
I
ss
1
..••
farough the rear yard for the alley
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My conceits will be
For other information apply to Jas
in blocking the attempts of others to
'-nce. Mr. Ragan shot twice in the get square w th him. •
from 7 p. m. to To p. m.. No pieces played tv;:••-• an
Koger, superintendent;
pay
Frank L
o e,
'rite
t • at
Infection of the retreating footsteps
from
75 to zoo pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
dyspepsia
Isn't
a
fond
product?
Brown, agent.
The cheapest coal in Paelacan.
hut did not hit his man, whom ha
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. W. will.take
A woman never eetens to half the
heard fall over the fence and depart. dings she says.
pleaecure in showing you about either the Victor or
-7. ot.upaone
Negress Armond.
machines, also care of records.
as
would
fool
any
Only
get
expect
to
Minnie Beasley, coloreds:was war-I Most people who are sot.sfiecl with
I remain your talking machine friend
fun out of a funnel.
ranted yesterday at the instance of themselves clern't want much.
A pessitnitee is. a man with liver
Ada Williams, colored: who claims '
—Dolman— , \:
"pots otr hi* chit/position.
the Beasley women bit-evict. abused
If you want a woman to take yonr
Easy money is act called because
THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah used don't yon
Truchart nnikEng.
.
advice pretend to he hand;ng " it to it is so emsy to get rid of.
ly lie'
A -1.1
ferret it. 666 S. Ith, St. PaducahKy.
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GREAT SALE

BASEBALL

Noble Lady Gone
To Her Reward

Must Cut Weeds

!TA
IDA

WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway -
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Aurae
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Sneaking Thief

C. C. Lee. 315miiiav.

L. L. BEBOUT

yin('

General Insurance Agency

Don GilberC

THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.

Excursion:

STY

faintcare,
iutely

ay.

Leading Machine of the World

$8.00

For the Round Trip to
Tennessee river & return

A. S. DABNEY

•

DON GILBERTO,
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spect asid to endeavqr to protect Add the cost of your saloons $35o,- or unfaithfulness in office. Those
them from wrong and degredation; to 000 to the cost of these dives of statements are false or he is disendeavor to suppress all indecent lan- pro'stitution and you have $518,000, gracefully guilty. What he has done
guage and coarse jests; to maintain the annual financial cost of Paducah's in the last few days over the dead
A detective, Who went body of one of the boys of the city
the law of purity as equally bind- profligacy.
ing upon rucn and women; to en- through this city three years ago, shows what he can do if he will. Let
deavor to spread these principles reported that there were more than the people say he s hall.
among my companions and to try 1,0o0 lost women in this city, about
4th. Co-operation.
Let repubiPREVENT P REP DING OF YEL- to help my younger brothers; to use 400 of these white, and about one cans and democrats get together for
all possible means, to fulfill the com- hundred came from the homes of 'Pa- civic good. Let there be respect and
LOW FEVER MOSQUITOES
ducah and the adjoining country. No expressed approval for the officer
mand; keep thyself pure."
IN STAGNANT POOLS.
At the first meeting where this child can go to your library, or to who is trying to do his duty. Let
pledge was publicly presented, a spec- your high school from all this end of real support be given to the man
ial service w:is held and great pains town without having his or her moral ‘‘bo stands for purity and right. Let
City liealth Officer of New Orleans taken that its full import should be, sense schocked—can they stand 50c all seek to co-operate, but be willing
properly understood, and that as far shocks per annum without being ef- to stand and suffer alone if neer' be
Prefers Them to Using Oil—
as possible, no one should be induced fected!. Familiarity with sin destroys for the right.
Experiment Successful.
to assent to it on the impulse of our moral sense. There is not a
the moment alone. For this reason sixteen year old boy or girl in Pa- ILLINOIS CENTRAL
the service wAs made as impressive ducah who has a pure moral sense.
EXCi.ixstoN BULLETIN.
New Orleans, La., July 3o.—A as possible, and when after a few We have sold to sin the moral per.proposition to use top minnows in minutes of silent prayer, the question ceptions of our children.
The common violations of the laws
Princeton; Ky,_ U.
V. Reunion
stagnant pools in place of oil to de- was asked, "how many are .ready to
stroy yel ow fever mosquitoes and make these vows,", a veritable forest of the Sabbath, human and divine is Date of sale August' 1st., 1906. Limit
tosprevent their breeding, was advo- of right arms went up from all over not less destructive to us than the August 2nd., 1906. Round trip rat:
.
•caled today by Dr. Quitman Kohnke the vast audience. The lasting ef- evils to which I have referred, I $i.go.
sd sowing is most am not puritan, but there are some
'city health officer of Nev Orleans, in fects of this
Roanoke, Va.—National Fireman's
growth in society things to be noted. Sunday is every
:an interview, lie said he had con- marvelous in
man's
God
day.
Dates of sale August
Association.
has
given
it
him
to
than in the army
templated asking the United States everywhere, lit
—he must be free. Not a day for 12th and 13th, 1906, limited to August
navy.
and
the
government to establish at New OrMrs. Eliza Puryear read an ac- money making. Sbme professedly 31. 1906. By depositing ticket and
leans a breeding pond for top mincount
of the aim and purpose of the Christian men—have spoiled their Ming fee of so cents, tickets can
nows •0 be used for stocking the
be extended to September 1st 0E906.
-stagnant water about the city. Dr. White Shield movement established children's moral sense—their chil
Round-trip rate, $19.65.
dren's
respect
for
the
Sabbath
and
Elizabeth
women
young
Mrs.
for
by
Kohnke said:
the Word of God, their children's
p•edge
This
Bradley,
in
H.
1885.
"Top minnows are more efficient
Peoria, 111.—Natinnal Encampment
regard for the father's religion and
.as mosquito destroyers than the gold reads:
all religion, that they- might gather a Sons of Veterans U. S. A. Dates of
promise
the
help
by
,
fish which are reported as ridding
few dimes from the sale of fruit and sale, August tenh and 20th, 1906,
water of mosquitoes in Hawaii. In of God, to uphold the la,w of purity
ice cream and soda water on the limited to August 31, 1906. Roundand
men
equally
binding
woupon
as
stagnant water I believe that the
Sabbath day-. God pity their /udg- trip rate, $11.55.
minnows are better than the use of men; to be modest in language, Jaement. I do not see how we could
conver-oil, which is spread over the sur- havi8r and dress; to avoid all
The annual $5.00 excursion to Chiwel: do without the street cars even
amusements
and
sation,
reading,
art
face of the water. At the present
v.a. I. C. R. R. will be run
cago
on
Sunday—but
franchise
this
of
the
-time in the city's drainage canal which may arouse impure thoughts
August 21st. A great many
Tuesday,
city was not given to the car com'there are sufficient minnows to de- in my mind; to' guard the purity of
preparing to take advanare
people
that
pany
they might destroy our
-stray all the wiggle tails, which ne others especially my companions and
special excursion, which
tage
this
of
iends, to strive after the special Sunday and the morals of our people
-velop into mosquitoes.
popular
run by the Illimost
is
the
I have nothing against the company
"Frequently someone calls atten- blessing promised the pure in heart.'
nois Central railroad.
such,
if
as
they
but
to
are
foster
Mrs. Pearl Norvall read an open
tion to the importance of oi•ing the
games and other desecrations of the
surface of these drainage canals. letter to boys, by Mrs. Ada Wallace
Opening Shoshoni Indian ReservaSabbath at the end of their line, that
Noblemen,"
entifed
Unruh,
"Gods
a
This is absurd, for on account of the
tion—Tickets
or. sale to Worland or
they may swell their dividends while
minnows the canals do not breed most earnest appeal to young men to
Shoshoni.
from now until July
Wyo.,
they demoralize our people and utmosquitoes. The top minnows breed take high ground in thier thoughts
August t5th, 1906.
limit
1906,
29th,
"My terly destroy our moral 'sense, then
ropidly, so that if properly handled and lives. The writer says:
Round trip rate $31.10.
I have much against them. They
their supply can be made almost in- boy, your life is not your own, to
exist for the convenience of the peoyour
you
use
pleasfor
own
Will,
as
Owensboro, Ky—Seven Hills Chauexhaustible."
ple and not for the destruction of
tauqua. Dates of Sale August 1st
The city of New Orleans•is at pre I- ure. It is a gracious gait from God,
our greatest institutions. Character
to 21st, 1906, limit August 22nd, 1906.
•ent spending $6o.000 in a campaign to be held by you in trust for futuJ
is more than money.
generations.
Round trip rate $5 70, limit three days
against the mosquito pest, cutting
I have not over drawn the picture. from date of sale. Round trip ratt
"Believe me, dear boys, the man-down weeds to dry- up stagnant water
liest thing a boy can ever do is to It is before you. What will you do?
pools and oiling wherever the ponds
T4-75.
be pure and chaste. There is no Will you burn in effigy the man
-do not readily evaporate.
undertakes
who
to lead a moral regreater need in the world today than
Lexington, Ky.---National Grand
that of men who honor their own form. The most shamefit scene en- Lodge United Brothers of Friendship
manhood so much they would rather acted before the eyes of young men and Sisters of the Mysterious Ten.
cut
off their own strong right hand of this city was the caging in effigy Dates of sale, July 29th, 30th and
W. C. T. U.
.;.1 and go throughout the world maimed of one of your best citizens, because August 1st, good, limit August 5th,
. than to sully that manhood by so and for no other reason, lie presided 1906. Round trip rate $933
s
much as a shadow of impurity." If ever a company of honorable citizens
you are a man worthy of the name. asking three years ago for a better
Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn.—
The meeting of the W. C. T. U. you will be able at the end of life to condition of things in this city.
It National Encampment Grand Army
last Thursday afternoon was devoted say that al women are safer and "beat" the democrats, and it ought of the Republic. Dates of sale Augto the department of Social Purity.
to have dome so, and ought to keep vst tith, 12th and t3th. tor*, return
purer because you have so lived."
The superintendent, Mrs. Jettie M.
afternoon
Next Thursday
the them beaten unt'l they learn to have limit August 31st, 1906; by depositElliott, in introducing the subject, re- meeting will be devoted to the de- some respect for common decency. ing ticket and paying fee of 50 cents
tion etaoin shrdlu cmfwyp ctnioa in partment of Sabbath observance, Mrs. In the name of high heaven I appeal tickets can be extended to September
tions in high places at the present Isouella Magnor, superitendent
to you to save yourself and
yout 30th, 1906. Round trip rate $14_80.
time when contrasted with past ages
children from a "lost moral sense.
Atlantic City, N. J. and return—
and made mention, in illustration, of
The subject of the evening sermon
the pure atmosphere pervading ths
was "The Remedy."
$23.70. Dates of oak August 2nd,
1906. return limit August 13th, tess6.
borne in the white house and the
Evening Service.
Train No. to. August 9th, 1906, re--domestic relations of the leading rulers of f oreign countries as compared
Mr. Newell discussed "The Rem turn limit August 23rd, 1906. August
with the acconts in Holy Writ of the
edy"
under three distinct heads. By 16th 1906 return, limit August 31st,
(Continued From Page Four.)
wickeness of the lives of such rulers
way of introduction Mr. Newell gave 1906.
as Ahazuerus and Belshazzar.
courts. They have torn down the distinct notice to a certain advertiser
Old Point Comfort, Va., and reMrs. Dorothy Koger read an ac- marriage altar in many a home. with obscene literature that he would
count of the origin of the White They have sent mother and chil- have him put in the "pen," if he turn, $18.70. Tickets will be sold for
'Cross movement, showing that it was dren cold to the streets to beg. They could, and when the grand jury meets trains 122 and 102 of August loth,
the outgrowth of work in the slums have sown down your schools with that he would go before it and have and 104 on August ttth, 1906, limited
to August 25th, 1906.
of London England.
the vilest literature that I ever saw. the man indicted on the evidence he
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Convention
A consecrated christian woman. They have robbed your sons of a holds.
Commercial Law League of America
Miss Ellis Hopkins, who for several standard of manhood—many
of your
ist. Cultivate a "Biblical mora' Dates of sale July 28, 29. and vith
years had labored to establish rescue sons do not know what it takes to
sense" Psa. 119-9. "Where-with-all 1906 limit August 8th, toci6. By de'homes for girls, became convinced make
a gentleman. Is a man that shall a young man cleanse his way? •siting ticket and paying fee of
that a great deal of labor was lost makes
or sells that which destroys by taking heed thereto according tc fifty cents tickets can be extended
and wou'd continue to be so until. homes, steals
bread from the mouths thy word." All men are not equal to September 30th, rsio6. Round trip
as she put it, "brave, good men would of women and children,
and takes Broadcloth and silk may cover abom- rate $15.25.
'help in creating a higher ideal of
the very clothes from their shivering onable moral filth. I will do anyJ. T. Donovan, Agent. City
mantrod and of chivalrous protection backs,
and turns the heart's blood in- thing I can to save men. Men and
Office 5TO Broadway.
ci woman, among men."
R. M. Prather, Agent Union
to sighs and tears and leaves the women are entit•ed to moral appreciaBishop Lightfoot, of the Church Of paror of death on the cheeks of
Dels0t.
tion only as they have built a moral
England, came nobly to the rescue wife or mother—is he
at gentleman? chariot by the word of God.
by inviting Miss Hopkins to address Yes, in Paducah—but not where the
Almost every coal dealer claims
2nd. Erect a higher social stand'
a diocesan meeting in his own ca- standard of manhood has not been
coal is best, but there is only one
his
thedral to consider what he prn- degraded. These men after all this ard. Eph. 5-11 and 5. "Have no coal that can prove it. The Pittsburg
mounced "the saddest and foulest blot robbery come up in open daylight, in fellowship with the unfruitful work- Coal office, 126 Broadway. Both
crs of darkness * * * • for this ye
-upon our christianity."
phones No. 3. James J. O'Donnell,
the midst of the people, give a barrel
that no whoremonger, nor un
know
It was during these meetings that of flour for the "liosne of the FriendGeneral Manager.
the White Cross pledge was formu- less" and that shuts our mouths for clean person. nor covetous man who
lated. The name White Cross was all time to come. Such gifts ought is an idolater bath any•mheritance in NO
HEARSE
BIG
chosen to embody the self-giving to be refused, for nine tenths of the the kingdom of Christ and of God."
ENOUGH FOR COFFIN
Social purity has no double standmanhood of Him who "came to earth inmates are there because of liquor
for
and
ard
men
women.
I
sorrow
that He might show ;.11 mankind
*iciness; they ought to be made to
"What 'tis to be a man; to give, not support the whole house. What did over the woman who has lost her Indiana Farmer Who Weighed 45c
purity, but her punishment is not
take;
Pounds Buried in Presence of
I say the presence of evil did?
greater than her offense, but why
To serve, not rule; to nourish, not
Has Paducah these houses of pros5,000 people.
down
at
same
and
the
her
time
devour;
ftution
Your morning paper tells fondle
fresh
vilest
man
the
from
the
help,
not crush;. if need to die, us they arc numbered by the score;
To
dens of infamy? Oh, for a social connot tire."
Anderson, Ind., July
30.—Five
and the running .expenses of one science.
The White Cross Pledge.
thousand
people were attracted to
dozen of them for one year is over
3rd. Demand a worthy political Anderson cemetery yesterday by the
promise by ,the 856,000. You can safely 4multip y
and iiSF ociat ion. Ex. 18
help .1 God, to treat women with re- that by three and you have $i68.000 character
pf. "Thou shalt provide (or seect) burial of Joseph Rodecap, a farmer
and the heaviest man in Madison
out of all the people able men, such county. Mr. Rodecap
weighed 46('
as fear God—men of truth—who pounds. His coffin was three feet
Why will you suffer'
hate covetousness and place such wide and twenty-eight inches deep
Whs
over you to be rulers." Able, true and seven feet long. No hearse could
honest, God fearing men selected carry it because of its size, and a
• from all the people.
wagon was used to carry the coffin
Mr. Newell spoke kindly of his and sixteen men to lower it into the
personal regard for the mayor of the grave. Mr. Rodecap died of cerebral
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND city and said if he (the mayor) einbolism. He was fifty-one yeast
RETURN, oontinous passage Scoot' rose, as he seemed to be trying to old.
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and do. above the influence that elected
-will cure that awful pain.
him, it wou•d be one of the miracles
berth included.
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. T2I
111Has cured others, will cure you.
of modern times—for as water does Broadway. Both telephones
No. 3.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party not rise above its sonrce so officers
The best coal in I'adocah.
. Call on us, or phone 237 and
do not usually rise above the sources
The cheapest coal in tPaducah,
I
of five or over $1.5o each, without •
ewe will gladly tell won about it.
of their power. He also expressed
•
I
meals.
with
meals; $2.00
his high regard 'for the police, the
Budweiser, king of 'bottled beer, in
Good musk on all the b9ats. For man that guards our homes and fam- family size cases of two dozen
ilies but he said if the statements bottles to the case delivered to any
further particulars see
le
riade before the council and alder- part of the city on short notice. 'AnS. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent men of this city are true, then the hauser-atisch Brewing' association
or GIVEN FOWVER, City Pass chief of police ought to be impeachsd branch. Both
DRUG STORE.
phones 112. J. H. i
because of ignorance of 'conditions Steffin, manager. ,,Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone 237, Agent Phone 33.
,.

NEW-USE FOR
TOP MINNOWS
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Did you swallow your 'hart a dust last night? I have a full
line ea

Garden Hose,Nozzles,Sprinkling Sled.
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.

Ed D.Hannan
Both Phones

201,

132

South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.

Cyclone Insurance
$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS

Abram L Well & Co.,
Campbell Building.

Both Phones 369

The Regibter, delivered, 10c per week

The Immorat Conditions
of Paducah Laid Bare

Excursion Rates on

Dr. Dwight's
Rheumatic
Remedy.

BACON'S

The River

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED M AY 3oth. zip&
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati
Lotus-villa
leave Owensboro
Leave Morse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville
Leave Evansville
lleave Nashville
leave Nopkinsville
Leave Prneeton
Aerive Paducah
Leave Padutah
Ainetve Felton
Arrive G4bbs, Tenn,
Aselve Rives
Aseinre Jackson
Amore iltempiki•
aisinve New Orleans
NORTH BOUND
New Owlets&
Memphis
Jackson, Tens.
Rives
Felton
Paducah
Paducah
Friaceton
MetpkintivVe
Naohyllte
Evansville
Nertonville
Cestral City
Morse Branch
!trove Owensboro
Sesive Louisville
Pavive Cincinnati
*save
1.1111Pre
boom
IIII•ve
Issereg
Arrive
teave
Areive
/terve
Alleeve
Aril's

No. tot
• 8:ao a.m.
12:01 p.m.
. 2:28 p.m.
. 3:3o p.m.
408 Pm.
12:50 p.m.

4:55
6:zo
6:15
7:ao
8:o6
. 8:13
•i•to
10:35

P.10p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
pm.
p.m

a.m.

No. los
7:10 p.m.
8
0:44 a
aim
m.
10:15
11:ao
17 :25
12:39
6:15
9:25
3:45

a.m.
a.m.
cm.
pm.
p.m.
pm.
P.m-

2
1:0
26
5 IP'p.111km.
'4
3:0
55
6p
ro..117.
5:15 P.m.
9:15. p.m.

No. te3
6:øo p.m.
9:40 DAL
6:3o pm.
fa:o8 am.
•:03 am.
1:40 a.111.
4:40 11.1111.

7:00 pm.
945 Pm
2:27 a.m.
340 a-110.
3:45 ate.
430 are
5:51 cm.
6:of a.m.
7:15 ana.
8:aa
8:15 p.m.
No.

No.

121

7:30
oxio
11:o5
12:3o
:38
8:3o
8:05
:ao
2:35
4:15
4:20
6:co

a.in.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.in.
11.01.

p.m
p.01.
p.m.
p.m.
ew
•
•0
,

No.

122

1°
cl,

13:58 p.m.
13:3,5
::4843
3:03 a.m.
5:20 6.111
8:to a.m.
9:45 am.
4
7
5.
5
m1 s
18
a
e::
m.
8:60 Ur%

7:51
33:00

lknt.

6no am.
am.
77:ro
9:29
..

•

am
"11;45
3o
32:55 1.
*4:55 p.m.
4:55 1) m-

WOG

T. LOWS DIVISION

Leave
R1teive
ierrirve
Aguirre

NORTH BOUND
Paducah ..
Carbeedake
Cling°
St. Louis

No.
12:40
4:25
6:3o
8:3o

306
p.m.
P.m.
a.m.
p.m.

No. 374
4:20
8:40 ;WAIL
6:39 a_gs.
7:2D &AL

Beare
heave
leave
Arrive

SOUTH SOUND
St. Louis
Chicago
Cabondale
Paducah

No
7:45
2:50
II:40
3:35

305
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
p.m.

No. 3gs
9:40 p in,
6:30 p.na.
7:05 a.m
13:ee a.m.

CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE.
Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Aer;ve
Arrive

NOR'!' BOUND
Nashville
Hopkinsville
Princeton
Paducah
Paducah
Cairo
St. Louis
Chicago

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive

SOUTH BOUND
Chicago
St.Lenis
Cairo
Paducah
Paducah
Princeton
Hopkinsville
Nashville

mMile

tots8or
8:i0 a.m.
:20 a.m.

P-m4:15p.m.
6:t5 p.m.
7:45 p.m.
2:35

7:20

6:3o a.m.
122-820

6.30 p.m.
9:40 ntn.
6:oo a.m.
7:45 5.15.
7:5e a.m.
9:29 a.m.

33s-835
6:40 am.
7:45
9:25
9:30 a.m,
11:10
430 P.m
9:30p.m.

136-836
9:40 am
1:50 p.m.
5'55 P.m
7:40 P.m
3:ro p.m.
4:45
6:10 p.m.
9:2S PAL

•
I
••••,•••••

•

Trains marked (o) run daily exeept Suaday. All
other trains rim
daily. Trains 103 avid 104 carry through sleepers
between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tor and leo sleepers
between Louie
villa, Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sor and 822
sleepers betvrete
Paducah and St. Louis. Train liat connects at
it Cairo with Chicago
Sleeper. For further information, address,
s
5. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket taliffiee, Paelusab, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, IC/. ,
Tr. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Losisville, Ky.
(OWN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A.. Memphis, Venn.
S ..7. '1 I A 1 .:11. G. P. A., ...Imago. 1...
W. H..BRILL, D. P. it. S. Lank 406,

•

‘.
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School Teacher Fired by a
Political Clique, Fights Back,
and, in Turn, Fires Cliquers

••

TEE UNLUCKY CZAR.

NEW YORK WOMAN'') SHOES
BIGGEST MOOSE ANTLERS.

Philadebehia Critic Says Their ApPalm Given to Maine Man's Trophy
pearance Indicates Ca..ell:UK/OS WHICH HAVE DIARICZD
—Many Own Very Hand-

E. H. PUR')%E.AR,
Atturney-at-Law

lawless.
some Sets.
--Rooms 5 and 6 Register Buildings
laid a Philadelphia woman the othMaine sportsmen and hunters are
er day:
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, K y
Thousands of Poor Subjects Crushed
Ozark, Mo., July 30. —Christian
"There In one peculiarity about wom• amused by a statement made recently
When the republican primary was
New 'Phone 4o,
to Death on Day of Coronaen in New York which must strike any to the eifect that a moose killed in
county politics has become interest- held 'this spring the Insurgent
s, or
tion—Ma
y
a
Fateful
New Brunswick had aatlers with a SPECIALTIES:
stranger coming to the city.
ing through the forceful personality Angwinites captured many
of
the
"At heroes, and in most other places !spread of 48 inches, which, so far
Month.
of one man. A young school teacher best nominations,
and the Indians
Abstracting of Titles,
have visited, a wmaan feels almost ,as was known, was the record width
in the little town of Ozark has once sullenly accepted the fate
that proviInsurance, Corporation and.
It
has
well
been
dressed
suggested
if
only
that
her
Nicholas
gloves
and These are rather small antlers; much
more proved the strength of the ethi- dence had in store for them
when II., czar of all the
Anal Estate Law.
Hussies, is the un- shoes are new and really smart look- larger ones can be purchased any day
cal element in pubic affairs in l i s- they decided that it
was a safe and luckiest of living
'ng. In New* York that evidently is
men.
One would
souri. Ile has done on a smaller pleasant thing to throw
in the taxidermists' sheps of Bangor,
a professor have no difficulty
not the caea at least so far as the
in showing at least
scale what the Folks and Hadleys of a schoo. house.
says a correspondent el the Washing
footwear
is concerned.
that the czar has had more mischance
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
have dune in the wide field of state
And now, to make the "pill" more
"Have you noticed it? Even very ton Post.
than any other monarch on a throne.
It has long been a question which
reit dressed women over here wear
bitter still, Mr. Angwin has been reLAWYER.
His &at mishap was that which poor shoes.
Fred R. Angwin first drew to him- 'instated in hi; former
When they are not shabby Is the largest set of moose antlers in
position of
prophetica
self the attention of southwest Mis- principal in
lly came to him in Japan. and broken they are of
poor last and the world. Some years ago a set of
the public school. Two
He was touring Rumps and Asia In eneap leather.
sburi politicians by making a nomi- democrats and
antlers from Alaska, mounted ha- Ban- Will practice iu all courts
two republicans vot•zd
of Ken.
1291 with Prince George of Greece
nating speech at a republican judicial fot him out
"And the fact Is the mo-e remarkable gor, attracted great
of six members of the
attention, as they
convention held at Gainesville four I school
because
At
I
Ossu,
have
never seen men more spread 74 inches. Like
Japan, although he had had
tucky.
board.
most Alaska
extravagant in their footwear than
years ago. His man was not nomientertainment from
antlers, however, these were ragged
the
The Ind'ans are beginning to con- splendid
those of New York. The next time
nated, but Angwin made a good
, s(!re that Caesar and Sallust are mikado, there was • feeling antagoand unsymmetrical. The handsomest
J. C. Floarnoy
Cecil Re
speech. He
was at that time the pretty fair
nistic
to Russia, and • Japanese drew you are in an elevated train or street antlers are seldom
brain food, and that the
wile
of
spread,
and
car
otiserrok
the
row
of
feet
principal of the Ozark school and
opposite.
a
sword
to
kill
him, when Prince The men well
man who can read them fluently
armoat without exception those of remarkable spread are seldom
surprised the machine poiticians by
without having recourse to either George thrust It aside.
be well shod, and there will
be handsome.
the force and aptness of his appeal
LAWYERS.
But what he was preserved for was glimpses of the most beautiful things
dictionary or gramtner is deadly in
Some time ago the set owned by
to the consciences of the delegates.
Rooms
to
to,
in
turn
II
and 12, Cslumbia Bldg.
silk and embroidered socks appear- .iorman Merriman, of New York, a
later the lint sod of the Sipolitics. If there is a spot in rural
Angwin's home county of Chris•
PADUCAH, KY.
Missouri where learning is at present berian railway at the eastern end; ing above their shoe tops; while the member of the Calumet club, was detian was at that time in the grip of
and for the dignity—which he in no stylishly clad feminine foot will be clared to be the second largest in
respected, Ozark is the place.
the
a crowd that afterward became
measure desired, but shrank from--of conspicuous by its absence.
world, spreading 62 inches. The as
locally famous as "Indians." They
"I
don't
know
whether
it Is that the
the crown which cants to him soon
was disputed by sportsmen in
hadn't much care Mr the circuit court
New York woman considers a five-dol.
after by reason MI the death of hie
judgeship and, shed no tears when
tar shoe an unheard of extravagance Maine, who said that 62 inches was
Attorney at Law.
father, Alexander III., at Llvadia.
or whether she is a poor judge of foot- not the second greatest spread of antChristian county's candidate lost out
Room No. 5,
This attack occurred In May—s wear. But whatever
Paducah,,
at Gainesvillle. But they began tc
it is, I prefer the lers; neither, they said. was a record
Columbia Bldg.
Kentucky
(Continue
.
month
d'
Page
From
Four.)
eventful
be
ohNicholas
,
.-fashioned
establishe
H.
It
d
by
was
the
Philadelphia opinion
set owned by King
have a faint suspicion that the young
In May that he was born, 37 years ago. that a lady is known by her hands and Edward VII., alleged te spread
school teacher was not a safe man
71
fight was carried into the state legisWedid not want at U to mile the feet more than by anything else."
inches.
to trust in the severely practical
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREG
lature, session of Igoe, a new charter destiny of 130,000,000 people.
Within the past few years several
He had
business of courthouse politics.
grant being necessary to enable the SIMS,* detested official
HER BUSINESS ABILITY.
stets have been mounted in Bangor havlife and the
Angwin kept on teaching school.
municipality to own and operate n homage of courtiers.
ing a spread of more than 74 inches,
Hut the duties
but he was a marked man. He did
Piano Deal That Netted Resourceful
etreet railway. The opposition was and responsibilities
but they were all from Alaska, and OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
of autocracy fell
not have much to say about county
Wife One Hundred
led by private corporate interests upon him.
not at all handsome. The record, &I
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
affairs, but the little that he (lid say
who wanted the franchise and by
Ile began badly. On the oecaalon ol
sounded harsh to the ears of the
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
far as known, (sr New Brunswick
others who professed to fear the
his coronation thousands of his poorveterans. It put too high a va•tie on
moose
antlers
Senator
is
66
Platt, in a humorous speech
inches, and this New 'Phone
danger of corrupt "ring" and "maOld 'Phone 484.
114.
character. competency and fidelity
er esblocts were crushed to death on was praising woman at a dinner party pair was mounted here. They were
chine" rule under public ownershie
"And her business ability!" he ex. unsymmetrical, and not worth muct
to the public service. in Indian parKhudyuskot Plain. On that plain
Mayor Forsythe won out and the
lance, it was not "good talk."
eame what many regarded as the fatal claimed. "Only the other day Um as an ornament.
J. K. HENDRICK, J. G MILLER,
charter was amended as desired.
The "Indians" elected some of their
evidence of the ill luck which pursues young wife oa a young friend of miat
The
Maine
record
is
said
to
be
61
In the meantime, a special tax of
said excitedly to her husband on ha
WM. MARBLE.
men in 1902 and some in 1904. They
lashes, a pair of this width haviny
five mills for ten years for public and makes his life woeful. Just be- return home:
were simply a well-organized art of
fore
his
accession
been
mounted
he
had
here a few years ago by
become beimprovement in addition to the bond
" 'John, I have made mole money
rural republican politicians, who did
the lete Sumner L. Crosby.
issue had been voted for the purpoce trothed to the Princess Allx of Hesse. than you to-day.'
not aspire to any reforms.
By far the largest and handsomest
of building a new city hall, city pri- This, too, was outside his reckoning. " 'How much have you made?' hi
set of moose antlers of which there is
They Made Fun of Him.
me market house and the street rail- Gossip had it that he didn't want to asked.
C 'A hundred dollars,' she said any definite knowledge is that owned
LAWYERS.
Angwine is a good school teacher, a way now nearing completion. Upoe marry a Uerman princess and that the
college man, and knew so much Lat- the Six and other revenues "certifi- Princess Helene d'Orleans, daughter of peoudly.
by Charles B. Hazeltine, of Belfast
Practice in•all the courts of the
" 'Good, good!' cried the young the official measurem
in that it seemed certain to the In- cates of payment"—bonds in every- the Comte de Paris, was very much
ents of which state. both phones 31.
SUM 'And how did you make it?'
dians that he was, or ought to be, a thing except name—were predicated admired by him.
taken at the New York Sportsmen's
"
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build..
'Well,'
said the young lady, 'you
tool in politics. It was freely assert- but here was where more trouble was
ill lock seemed to pursue him in his
exposition in 1895, are: Girth, 8%
ing, 523 I-2 Broadway.
know my old piano that you only paid
ed around the Ozark courthouse that encountered.
married life. For a time it seemed 13'10
Inches; length, 41 inches; palmation
for? I sold it to-day for $400.'
• man who mixed with Latin was
as though Ins wife would bear him
41%
by 21% inches; spread, 61 inches
— Gracious, and what are you going
Work B:ocked for Years.
rever known to have any great quan
nothing but daughters and no heir to to do with all the money"
But
the,spread of a set of antlers
he asked.
t'ty of horse sense. The schoel •The obstructionist opponents to the throne. in 1896 she gave birth to " 'Oh, there isn't
any money,' slif does not necessarily indicate their size
teacher went on administering the municipal ownership attempted to dis- the girl christened Olga; two years said.
or establish their worth, for measur
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
classics in broken doses to the sons credit those "certificates of payment" after to the one named Tatiana;
" 'Eh?'
log antlers is an arbitrary proceeding
twc
and daughters of both friends and in the money markets and were so years later to Marie, then In
"'You
TELEPHONES:
see,
I
sold
the
piano
to
a
For
instance.
deal
the Hazeltine set, whin
1901 tc
sr, she explained. 'He gives me a new
er.emies. In a smal town like Ozark successful for a time that the build- Anatarda.
measuring only 61 inches spread, ari
Residence 296
one for 2.00 and allows me $400 fie
Office ap
politics get into everything and by ing of the street railway was blocked
73 inches convex measurenient, and
Meantime the czar and the people
the old one. Haven't I done well? ci
June, 1905, the Indians were strong for more than a year. Mayor For. and
their
beauty
and value lie in theft
the czarina herself were disap- you'd stay
home and let me sun your
enough to control the s chool board sethe never weakened, however, anti
great width of blade and in their 2t
pointed. In Auguit :ast year the czar- business
or
you,
you'd
grow
finally
negetiate
rich,
dismissed
They
d the certificates in n
Mr. Angwin, not bepoints. The moose from which they
ina bore another child—and it was a g Think, $100 a day! That is over
$300,•
cause he was obnoxious political y. market where his enemies thought
were taken was killed at Chesuncoolt
boy. So his luck in this respect may .000 a year.' "
4
He had not been a peruicteus par- they had the call and could defeat
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
Lake, Me., in 1887, by Jule Pease, wits
be said to have turned.
tisan. His sin was that he had oc- him. As soon as the street railway.
However much a liberal at heart, the MARYLAND'S OLD VOLCANOS says the animal weighed about 1,60(
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
casionally remrked in a quiet way is completed work will commence on
pounds, being nine feet long from nose
best accounts agree that the czar took
that some of the men in office were the new city hall and prison, which i•
Three Peaks in Western Mountains
to end of tail and eight feet girth.
not the kind of men that did any to cost Ei00000. This will be in the up his inherted authority first sit)
Found to Be Metal-Bearina.
diesaste,
and
then
with
the
arm
purear:)
, fall. The market house, as
ceedit to Christian county republicanVolcanic Rock.
November in the Country.
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
above indicated has already been pose of continuing his father's poliism.
Almost everybody who goes into the
cies.
He
counsellor
kept
father's
his
s,
Prof.
Philip R. Uhler returns to the
The so-called Indians, however built.
Both Phones 35.5
aad declared be would uphold the prin- sity with the report of a disoosery woods, or indeed anywhere else, in No
made a great mistake when they
Cost is Sr memo.
Office hours iito to a. m., I to 3
which he made in the western Mary- vember, carries a gun. Partridges are
fired Ang win from the school room
The street railway will have a ciple of autocracy.
and 7 to 9 p. m.
a certainty, deer and bear are always p.
rand
mountains
.
Three
His
luck
interfered
Ill
peaks,
here,
too.
Pothe
prin.
It simply gave the man a chance to tr.ckage of 5:x and one-half mile.
possible,
filial
and
rtunors
one
of
wildcats,
named
loup
Buzzard's Knob,
prove what was in him. His enemies and complete %sill cost $11o,000. It is biedonostseff was obliged to retire. Mu
.-rown a plateau about six miles from cerviers and Cinada lynxes are sufsupposed he would leave town and being built by the Western Electric revieff was taken from him by sudden
the city, reports the Baltimore Ameri- ficiently rife to thrill the blood of chilact like any other harmless "profes• Construction company of St. Loin • death. M. de Plehve, his baleful mieis- can. It
was for Prof. Uhler to discover dren and thnid persons when they
sot" after he
lost his job. They Edmund Burke constructing engineer ter of the interior, a Muscovite grand rear the three
prominences ale in fact pass through a patch of woods
after
virier,
was
destroyed
by
a
bomb. His oolcanoes, and that
were short-sighted, and poor judges Everything—motive power, cars and
they are the very dark. A foreigner
EYE, EAR,, NOSE A ND
might imagine that
of character. He immediately went trackage—is of the best. The rails beat beloved uncle. the Grand Duke Ser• ohlest type of volcanic rock
that is the county was
THROAT.
in a state of insurrec
glue, was blown to pieces by a bomb. :wind in the United States.
to the proprietor of the party orgap are sixty-pound steel.
time
for
almost
in
every
wagon
His
that
governor
of
the Christian County Republican and
Finland
was
struck
These peeks are of a different form
In connection with the municipal
Office and Residence, Poeest 3 and.4.
bought the paper.
Teem volcanoes like Vesuvius. In the you meet a shotgun or a rifle is ap
street railway, the city has expended down.
Columbia Building
The paper had a good circulation over $40.000 in the acquisition of a
Death has threatened his own person fatter form of volcano molten lava and parent. The rural mail-carrier brings
Phone 1041---Red
among the farmers and Angwin park, fair and amusement grounds. many times. In Italy, in 1901, a man stones are fe..ced up by superheated back more partridges than letters; the
rightly took it for granted that they two miles above the city on the named Goertz was apprehended in time steam, leaving a deep hole, but in lawyer, on his way home from court.,
were in favor of clean politic' and Ouachita river, to which the car line to spoil a plot of aseassination. theists craters In western Maryland the stands up in his buggy and shoots Is
whole mountain was originally in a plump bird without disconcert
a high standard of offjcial honor extends. It is known as Forsyth
ing his
An
anarchist
obtained
edmission
among their servants in the court- park. There are over Leo acres in to a state receptien at the pal- molten eonditien and the top crust we; well-trained steed; two or three shot
DENTIST.
ferr-ed upward in a dome-shaped form
house.
guns may often be seen outside the Office over Globe Bank and Trust
this tract. It i s an idea ly beautiful ace of Tsarskoe-Selo in the mil- and such lava
as did not escape Was
The journa'istic Rattle.
door of the district schoolhouse, rest
site but what nature has denied is focrn of a superior ollissr of the gen &aced out is vents at various
places.
Co., 306 Broadway.
,elm as the men in o:fice rea:• being supplied by art. Over i.000 darmerie and was dissovered, with The volcanic
.X.'
roch of the region is met Mg against the.wall, while their youth
ized that the "professor," • as they trees of many varieties have been limbs in his pockets. just in time.
ful
owners
are
inside,
undergoin
al-beartag
g
In
, and specimens of gray
A
still called him, was in a position tc planted. The park fronts on a bat- girl student, Mlle. Mereelievsky,
war green and gold copper were found by stsuction in more peaceful arts. What
expose them. they. started a new pa- ture of which an artificial lake ha; frustrated in an attempt
to kill him at Dr. Uhler. The domes of the craters would a city schoolmaster think If
per to champion their cause, and beep formed.
were somewhat elliptical in shape.
lads of 12 and 14 came armed to
the spring review in 1904.
christened Angevin's friends "InsurAssessed valuation 1906, $3.7000,
echool!—H. C. Merwln, in Atlantic.
When, last January, with his court
gents." But it was too late. The 000.00.
MEANING OF SURNAMES.
the czar was ending the ceremony of
lean who had been accused of knowThe formal opening of the corn- blessing the water of the river Neva
Earth Breathes.
Derivation of Same of the Family
ing nothing hut Latin turned out tu pleied street railway will take place a shrapnel
That the earth breathes is a nee
from a battery which was
Names Familiar in
have a fine command of newspaper September 20th and the triumph of Bring a
knewn scientific fact It is often i.
salute exploded near the royal
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
Our D- y.
English, and he used it like a whip• municipal ownership and the modern- pavilion,
be verified by that peculiar earth)
killing one man and wound.
lash on the nakM backs of the In- iration of Monroe will be celebrated
(Homeopathist.)
smell
which arires immediately aftei
lug others.
Nesrly al! surnames originally had a
dians.
with a grand, old time southern bara
thunderst
orm,
the
lowering
of Cat
He completed the Siberian railway. a:teeniest. They were descr:ptive of
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
He gave ethics in politics a fresh becue and general edification.
as his father desired, in order to core their owners. In a word, they were barometric pressere causing the flee
Residence, 819 Broadway.
start in Christian county. lie desiondate Russian power In Asla and nicks:eines. like "ninny," or "Shorty," upward of air, jest as it is once 'mole
onenced gang rule ,the sa-c of postAlmost every coal dealer claims
Phone 149.
or "Pud." says the Phialelpaia Bulls- squeeecd downward wten the t-trotn
offices, lying, stealing and slander. lime coal is the best but there is only extend the Russian trate, Industry 'in.
eter
rises
A
resi.lent
of
07
n-va
commerce
ha
•
.
But
this
railway Was one
felted up the Ten Commandments one coal thet can prove it. The PittsPeel Is a surname that shows the discovered a natural
berd - o hr a:
and boldly asserted that, while they burg Coal office, 126 Broadway. 130'.h of the causes that brouget about the original Peel to have beet' bald Grase
Ferney-Volt3ire. It Is a deep teitera
had been lost sight of, they had phones No. 3. James J. O'Donne:1, unlucky war with Japan.
means fat—from the French "gras."
welt or cave, with a very sataIi iieen
The Ineffectiveness of els nurnerone arant. from "grand." means big
never been repeale,e1 in Christian General Manager.
Architect and Superintendent.
hire When this opening is made steal
reforms
and
attempts
An
Olithant
at
shoull
cancillat
be a clumsy and
ion—
county. Not content with punishing
401 Fraternity Building.
erioneh
just
fit
whistle
to
a
the
differ
unwieldy person. This surname was
the red men with his pen, he went NO SALOONS; NO
PAUPERS annulments of peasants' tedeeteiness
ent
sounds
the
as
earth
"eleshant
inhales
"
originally
or
ex
.
openings
of altars of the t rid Faith to
Old rhone 498 Red; New Phone sa
cut on the stamp among the formers
The Parkers were keepers of noble- hales the air warn the neighbors oi
and told them
that their servants Upper Michigan Township Has Had undistdrbed worship, decress of rellge
KENTUCKY.
oes freedom to all, concEsetens to ths men's parks. The Warners were war. tLe coming weather. A lighted match PADUCAH.
had become a close corporation of
✓eners or rabbit tenders. The litrkert or a feather !shows the ditoction of th•
but One Criminal Case.
Jews, abolitions of iloggiag seri Sioffice brokers. He even opened fire
pre:eared bark for tanning. The La flow as well. It is.seid to
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
be an Ex
berian exile—the failure of these boneen Congressman Tyndall and intimatboucheres were butchers.
cellent weather propbet.
Water and Oil Colors,
511.
dts to pacify his country might %sell be
ed the Sparta statesmen was inferior
A -eSe
Bell meant
handsome. Cameron
intellectually to the average town7 Pisors:
ascribed
to
Town •S
sinister
the
eleaaent which meant crooked-nosed. Curtis meant
Chieee
Mottos and Cr.land.tr:.
Misinterpreted.
s!iip committeeman and weak on the I clivete
seems to inhere in all his undertak- nolite. And Forster meant foreater:
Excited Fisherman (to country hotel
Framed right up to date in five maw
subject of dickering in, postofficce.!of erre, and 'en eree ot it
ings.
Napier. a servant in charge of'the ta keeper)—
There isn't a bit of fishing
wes time at the
And at this time Angwin never ceas- !miles, possesses a unique distinction.
linen;
ble
Palmer,
a
pi.grim;
Taeu there are all the eisasters of
Wain about here! Every
brook has a siS11
ed to be an enthusiastic republican aince its organieation in 1877, it has the war with Japan and the massacres wright, a wagon builder; Wehstar, a
warning people off.
What do rot
and to this very day regards demochad only one criminal case. The In various parts of the empire to he weaver; Wright, a carpenter.
mean by luring anglers here with Oa(
city as an affliction. He is a strong first liquor license is yet
to be eonsidered in an account of the mis•
promise of fine fishing?
Mending Matters.
-Nee-es
party man, but believes that politics granted and peepers are unknown.
*hence' that have attended his reign.
thatelSeeper—I didn't say anything
"Haven't
you
often
wondered why
should be purified and that the only
so many broken do'--n widowers watt about fine fishing. If you read my ad
way to effect the perification is te
Pittsburg Coal Co. Office No. IA
Milk in Paris.
to ret married again?"
vertisement carefully you will see that
get out and fight 6.1 the enemy
Broadway. Both telephones No. 3.
In Paris the average price of pure
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tat
no. Naturally, they went to what I said was "Fishing
'WhY.
unappl'oach
•
sii-e. eel and rviro'ed.
I The est coal in Padtleals
North Fifth, Both Phones 355,
get rs-paired."—Baltiniors An s dean.
milk is 33 cents a gallon.
alas"
The cheapest coal 41 Paducah.
TLIs Angwinaes
Residence too (-lay, Via ehene Op&
HIS HEIGH.

FLOURNOY & REED

Street Cars Owned by City

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

LAWYER.S

4

•
4

Hendrick, Miller
ab Marble

H.T. Rivers,M. D.

4
•

DR. R. t. HEARNI

DR. ROBT. J. RIVEREI

•

Or. Childress

a

•

e'

Dr. Sidney Smith

C. MANNING SEARS,-)!. B.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 37/.

0. D. Schmidt)

A

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE

Dr. B. . II

pkLDEST!

•-tlt

W/OST

r‘OMPLETE

ANGSTAFF-MRM MANUFACTURING
Incorporated.

COMPANY

1)LANT
Owning their own Saw and
fANLY Sash and
....Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
0 Door House in a- ADUCAH, KY.
‘
RING Department we are NOW MANUFACTURING OAK, and BEECH
Having just added a HARDWOOD FLOO
We are making especially low prices on house bills.
Flooring, end matched, bored and kiln dried.
BOTH PHONES 26

GET OUR. PRICES ON "TWIN" OAK AND BEECH HARDWOOD FLOORING
_
_
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU
. .

Quality Rather
Than Price.

gerotena.
'This little tale of mine," said
Wood by Riter, "le founded epos fsets4
"Yes," _eplied Crittick. "it's mot
evident that you are the hero of it—
you and no other."
"Why do you say that?"
"I observe that you have the courage
to sign your name to it."—Philadelphie
Press.

O

••.•
if
PERSONAL NOTES.

'sick, when you se!
When you azeget well for a few
to
chances
-pour
cents? Certainly not. A little difference in the quality of drugs used
in filling room presceeptione, soiroeOimee makes a big difference in the
results expected by the doctors.
We are in the drug business by
-choice, and because we like it. Did
you ever neitice that those who like
'their work are uotrally the best workmen? This applies to all lines of busmess or profeosion. Our policy is to
„give the best posible quality at a reasonable price, and to oive our patrons
just a little rrreire than they expect in
good servite and highest quality.
We -uaran.
Just try ufsiesext time.g
lee perfec satisfaction.

+

+

+

"0
+

oi_ooLeit THZHole o

438 South-Second St.

Special Ten Day's Sale
EYE-SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.,
We are offering a 20 year Gold Filled Case, Elgin Movement, for $13.45.
A Seth Thomas $1a.00 Mantel Clock for
$7•50
Roger's 1847 Knives and Forks, a set,
Genuine Rogers' Teaspoons, a se t,
•79
Genuine Rogers' Tablespoons, a set
Soso
Our entire line of Cut Glass at 3 o per cent, off of regular price.
Our Hand Painted China, fine as any line in the city, at so per cent
off regular price—you must see this I ins to estimate ftily the bargians we
are offering
A special reduction on every art icle in our store for io days only—
strictly for cash-Our repairs must give you saris faction.
Eyes tested free.

Mr. Claude ....Ocr of Greenville
Ky., returned home yesterday morning after spending several days in the
city.
Locating the Strong Arm.
Patience—Is she observing?
Mr. Joseph Rotl:schild left yesterthis
Patrice—Oh, very; why, whoa she
day for a drumming trip through
meets•man she always doss something
section of the state.
to find out whether kw is right se lens
Mr. Charles Spillman went to Weo handed.
drumming
a
on
yesterday
Tennessee
'What for?"
trip.
"Be she'll know which side of him to
Mr. John Wilhelm has returned sit on."—Yonkers Statesman.
from spending several days with his I
at
It's a Tact.
s;ster, Mrs. Minnie Herndon
"ft doesn't make any difference ii
315 BROADWAY, GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND.
Clarksvile on business.
is six feet high and weighs 31O1
woman
J. A. XONETZKA, JEW ELER AND OPTICIAN.
Mr. William E. Cockran will re pounds," said the home-grown philoso21 Years Experience,
oirn today from Louisville.
pher.
Mr. Newwel—I shall never, nevet
"Well?"
Mr. Gip Husband spent Sunday at
an4115111111
woman as f love you.
"Sooner or later some man will corns love another
Dawson.
should hope not.
Newwed—I
Mn'.
"BUM
her
to
call
willing
who's
Mr. and Mrs. Harry McElwee have eking
Nlr. Nevrwed—You aretin t lett cc
OA'"—Chicago Bun.
other
and
Denver
from
sore about it. I guess I could it :
returned
wanted to.—Chicago Sun.
Western points.
=ST WAY TO LOOK AT IT.
Mrs. Martha Burnett and Miss
Able to Pay.
POUR arri-Lialp BROADWAY. Jeffries Sellars of Fulton are visiting
Club Men—Why tiij t you recognise
West
Mrs. Mary L. Burnett of
Clarence Fastrhapp when we met?
Broadway.
Sleter—!le has disgraced himself. .
Mr. Arch Sutherland has returned
was told that he :vas turned out of tilt
Hightone club flr at paying his dues
from visiting in Graves county.
Club Man—That's a base shinier. I
Charles Sigenet-. wife• two
r.
M
WANTED—Bilious people to take children and sister of St. Loins, are
oas only for "conduct uabecooiing a
oules Liver. Capsules 25c. R. W. visiting Mr. and Mrs. Silas G. Brygertlemen."—N. Y. World.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam BoilerWALKER & CO., Flth and Broad- ant of North Fourth.
A ir-,ctakc.
way.
Mrs Ad. Reszh and child have •e1 JU are charged wit)
•
Hiennnertornec! from Din; Springs. Ill. Th
break:rig a chair °v.r your wife's bead
FOR RENT—Eight-room' resi- :Mid was lootigot home quite ili
Pr.sc:ter—Lt usae an accident, /OW
modern
End.
AU
dcnce in West
Mrile'rlay Lemon of Mayand
Mr.
honor.
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du- field were here spending Sunday.
Residence Phone 736
ilizortar—V:bat? Eldn't you Wine Office Phone 369.
Bois.
M. J Campbell Flournoy goes to
to hit le:r?
Atlanta, Ga., todely on business.
Prisoner—Yes, but I didn't intend to
FOR RENT—Three story brick
Genevieve Miller ,the deputy
•Miss
the chalr.—Clsveland LesZer.
break
building at 103 South Second, now county clerk, is visiting in Louisville
Distilleries
Our Pro-ad Bird.
Occupied by Paducah
1•Yilliam F. Bradshaky, Jr., has
Drather Sttdown—What's d. matter
"This is Indeed the age of commer
tor,aptr.
yer patent leathers. Easy?
returned i.ome from Athens, Ga
Easy Walker—I guess de patent's sae cialism." said the man of sentiment*
where his wife and child remained.
"What makes you think so?"
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Mrs. Edward Hannon an] children pired.—Chicago Daily News.
"Some of our statesmen never men
Able-bodied unmarried men between have returned from visitng in GolconStill Leektng.
Ma the American eagle any, more and
saes of 21 and 35; citizens of United da. Ill. Mr. 'ionnon went up Sunday
2 saw men excitedly esarchingrthemiley.--are continually applauding the ork of
States, of good character an tempe- and accompanied them home.
• more frantic cowmen. I newer had the American hen."—Wa.ittington Star.
have
rate habits, who can speak. read and
wren.
Dr. J. G Garber and wife
write. English. For information ap- returned from visiting at Mounds- I said to a man with a telescope: "Why
Why, of Course.
Is all this commotion, sir-what deem It
-- -°•N ply to 'Recruiting Officer, New Rich- ville, Pa
'
"We are always striving to keep our
mean?.
RESIDENCE PHONE 35i,
second House, Paducah, Ky.
Mrs. Gip Horebande has returned We're ,eok1ng for. salt les, with treat*/ goods before the eyes of the public," OWIPICE PHONE 484-a
lout; sigh,
from sojourning at Dawson Springs
.
storekeeper
the
said
woman who kindled her Sr. with hesLOST—One double set of harness
lion John f4.- 'Kendrick went to "A stns."
"What is your line?" asked the man
stable,
&pos.Transfer
Palmer
take
between
SmithlanO yesterday to
addresseil
city and Maxon, Ky. The finder nor tioos :ii a lao caw.
"I'm In tl? eyeglass buslness."—YonHorse Sense.
'Mrs. Judge Sanders and daughter.
ify this office.
kers Statesman.
--414,
"Pop."
Miss Ellen. went yesterday to Smith.
Frank at Least
"Yes. my son"
FOR SALE-35 Acre improved land to visit.
"You :inven't married me 'list to Belts
"What is horse sense?"
Mrs. Charles Gressleem left yesterfarm. Maxon Mills, fine creek bottom,
"Horse sense, my boy, is shown somebody e:se. have 3ou?' the heiress
only $750.00. Apply 613 Broadway. day for SmOhland to viF•it relatives.
Mrs. Harry G. Tandy was here when the animal turns his nose the asked,look ir g an:lonely up foto leo hona gasoline machine palliel est blue eyes
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms for Sunday from Frankfort. Mrs. Tandy other way as
kers Statesman.
road."—Yon
the
"No ('('Ir." he absently 1-e;l:eti
on
rent for roomers or light housekeep- and daughter are visiting Mrs. Emma
ycu for ve!:: tine- alone."—Castook
Third.
of
West
Noble
South
339
Boradway.
at
ing,
Delayed Haircut
3 Horse Power Motor.
Mrs. Nellie Sharp and daughter
saw the sword suspended-be'
Damocles
s Horse Power Motor.
FOR RENT—One apartment in Miss Theoline, of Springfield, Ill., are ▪ lair
51
4 Horse Power Motor.
/
Smis Souci apartments„:308 North visiting Mrs. A. J. Hogan of 2033
Pittsburg Coal Co.. office No. ro6
wnoild have SINS a m1111011 eallsts
S Hone Power Motor.
Welt Broadway.
Mrs. Sharp is very for that once," he
ed; "yeseill tooadway.
Ninth street. W. E. Cochran.
Both telephones No. s.
7 70 Horse Power Motor,
talented as a musician and artist of ay mother made
long curls."
The best coal in Paducah.
x aoo Light Dynamo,
perositied It bad
Than indeed the
FOR SALE—Three to-foot counters much prominence.
The cheapest coal in Paducah.
Miss Vera Johnston of Clark street no terrors for him.- .Y. Sun.
and show cases, and one 3 foot councpse, at J. D. • Sowers went to Indianapolis, Ind., Sunday
ter and
jewelry iterrt. I'm. Broadway. Cheap. for a visit.
Mrs. Gus Tate has returned from
WANTED—Lady or genteman of Dawson.
121-123 North Fourth Street
(ravel and collect
Mrs. Luther Graham has returned
lair edtiiitiRti
for firm of •$25o.00000 capital. Sal- fi om Denver and other points.
YOU'VE BEEN THINKING.
Mr. J. K. Hughes, of Wallerstein's,
ory, $1.072.00 per year and expenses
Salary pasweekly end expenses ad- has returned from Prim Springs,
Hundreds of our students 5week or of it for some time. Why not enter now?
vanced; refeseace required. Address, Tenn., where he spent a
greater than ever before.
is
The
Demand
are
positions.
good
filling
PaduAlexander,
A.
J.
two.
with stamp,
Mrs. Greta Grief and two daughcah, Ky.
NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT.
ters, Misses Rubye and Minnye, have
Our Bookkeepers and Stenographers succeed where others fail. Call
gone to Chicago to make t heir home.
convince you. We secure positions
Almost every coal dealer claiwts
college
office and thei rletters
St
Miss Mary Clark/ of Hopkinsville
• his coal is tire hest but there is only returns home today after visiting free. No graduates unemployed.
one that can prove itt The Pitts- Mrs. James C. Utterback.
burg Coal office, 126 Boadvoay. Both'
Miss 'Atira Caldwell of Louisville
phones No. 3. Jairres J. O'Donnell, is viviting \firs. J. T. Reddick.
'General Manager.

I

a

Eye-See Jewelry Co.

.4110

StIcPherson's
Drug Store.

Subscribe For TM °Register

Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

J. W. HUGHES
•••••••••

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

We have on hand
For Sale:

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

PADLCAll CEN7RAL

S.P. POOL,

L. 0. STEPHENSON

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.

PADUCAH CENTRAL

THE BUSINESS COLLEGE

Masonic Notice.
All members of Paducah lodge No,
T27, F. and A. M., are requested to
meet at t he hall at 3:30 o'clock tomorrow( Wednesday) afternoon, or
toopose of attending the funeral ser%ices over the remains of our brother,
Our .delivery service is yours for Thomas A. Hudson.
the asking—absolutel7 :re. Use it
FRED ACKER, Master.
early and often, or late if you wish
—as late as to o'clock at night.
NOTICE.
Don't hesitate to use it. We guarwe
goods
the
If
.
satisfaction
antee
TO THE CITIZENS OF PADU.send out don't snit you return then
CAH, KENTUCKY:
Immediately. Our goods are always
We have completed arrangements
worth the triopey ;o us.
whereby J. E. Williamson & Co., of
We make' Mite.
Paducah, Ky., have ,become the agents
of your city for our celebrated Green
River White Bleaching Stone.
Anocrne desiring anything in Cemetery work, would do well to see J.
E. Williamson, & Co., and gve this
material their consideration before
INCORPORATED.
plocieg their order.
Very respectfully,
Fifth and 111%sap.
Druggists
,
'
F. J. SCHOLTZ & SON.
Bosh PMRWIItVIM

306 BROADWAY

FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS

Both Phones No. 110.

208.2058.Tnird

175 -PHONE -175

and do your drug shopping

R. W. W ILKER & CO.,

s

041-

Do not place your fall orders too
NOTICE TO CONSUMERS OF COAL: soon.
Wait for prices on our

TRADEWATER COAL

IT IS the BEST and price will be the cheapest
o• iBotei Telephones 254.
Coal for wagons at Elevator
Foot of

01110
Street.

est Kentuclky Coal Co.

•

